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ABSTRACT

Modeling and Designing Fair Rate Control for Wireless Mesh Networks
With Partial Interference

Lei Wang
Department of Computer Science, BYU

Doctor of Philosophy

Internet rate control protocols, such as TCP, encounter severe performance problems in
wireless mesh networks. Because wireless networks use shared communication channels, con-
tention and interference can significantly degrade flow throughput and fairness. Existing research
takes either an engineering-based or optimization-based approach to solve the performance prob-
lems. The engineering-based approach usually solves a specific observed problem, but does not
necessarily optimize the overall performance. The optimization-based approach mathematically
models the network to find the optimal resource allocation among competing flows. The model
can lead to a distributed rate control algorithm with performance guarantees, but relatively little
work has been done to verify that the algorithm leads to good performance in real networks.

This dissertation develops a more accurate network optimization model, implements the
derived distributed rate control algorithm in a mesh testbed, and discusses observations in the
extensive experiments. We first synthesize models used for optimizing fair rate control for wire-
less mesh networks, and discuss their tradeoffs. We then propose a partial interference model
which uses more accurate objective functions and constraints as compared to the binary interfer-
ence model. Numerical results show that the partial interference model outperforms the binary
interference model in all scenarios tested, and the resultsalso suggest that partial interference
should be modeled separately from contention. Our experimental results confirm the prevalence of
partial interference in our mesh testbed, and show that the partial interference model results in sig-
nificantly improved performance in a typical interference topology. We also observe a significant
deviation between theory and practice, whereby, the assumption of a linear relationship between
interfering links breaks in our experiments. We discuss several directions to further investigate this
issue.

Keywords: Wireless mesh networks, fair rate control
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A wireless mesh network consists of a mesh of stationary and mobile devices, connecting

to each other through wireless links. Figure 1.1 illustrates a typical mesh network, in which a set of

stationary wireless routers maintain a backhaul network, providing basic wireless coverage. They

usually have unlimited power supply and powerful CPUs, and work as traffic forwarders in the net-

work. Users access the network using mobile devices such as laptop computers and smart phones,

and they may move around the mesh network, connecting through wireless routers. A mesh net-

work often includes one or more gateways to the Internet, providing extended access to Internet

services. As compared to a wireless access point using a single wireless hop, communication paths

in a typical mesh network spanmultiplehops before reaching the wired network.

Figure 1.1: Wireless mesh network

Wireless mesh networks are becoming increasingly common, both as standalone networks

and as extensions to the Internet services. Usually smallerthan desktop computers, wireless routers

can be easily deployed wherever power is available without worrying about the expensive infras-
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tructure needed to provide a wired Internet connection at every place where access is needed.

Intelligent network protocols make mesh networks self-healing in that a host is able to choose an

alternative communication path in situations when an intermediate node in the original path be-

comes unavailable or encounters severe problems in link quality. Wireless mesh networks have

traditionally been used in situations where an extensive Internet coverage is not affordable, such

as in rural or underprivileged areas, or when an infrastructure network coverage is not available at

the moment, such as in disaster relief situations. Today, the most common use is providing video

surveillance in cities where it is prohibitively expensiveto wire the whole city. Representative

projects include the One Laptop Per Child (OLPC) project at MIT[1], the Technology for All

(TFA) project at Rice University [2], and the mesh network deployed in the San Francisco Bay

area [3].

It is well-known that Internet rate control protocols experience severely degraded through-

put and fairness in wireless mesh networks. This is because link conditions in wireless mesh

networks are significantly different from those in the Internet. Internet rate control protocols were

originally designed to work for wired Internet connections, through which disjoint flows won’t

affect each other. In a wireless mesh network, however, transmissions are broadcast in nature, and

those in close vicinity cause contention and interference,which often results in poor throughput

and unfairness between competing flows [4, 5]. Performance evaluation suggests that contention

and interference are major reasons for packet loss in wireless mesh networks, and extra rate control

is necessary to minimize the undesirable contention and interference in the network.

To cope with these problems, this dissertation develops a fair rate protocol that 1) works

transparently to existing Internet rate control protocols; 2) maximizes the overall link utility in the

wireless mesh network; and 3) achieves proportional fairness between competing wireless links.

We first design a theoretic model for a wireless mesh network that incorporates partial interfer-

ence, which is usually overlooked in existing models. Usingthe partial interference model, we

then derive a distributed rate control algorithm with performance guarantees, and present numer-

ical results to show the benefits of the algorithm as comparedto more conservative models. We

2



also implement the rate control algorithms in a wireless mesh testbed, and evaluate performance

through extensive experiments.

In the theoretical modeling part of this dissertation, we seek to answer a fundamental ques-

tion in modeling wireless mesh networks as applied to rate control: is it important to model partial

interference separately from contention? We discuss limitations in the traditional binary interfer-

ence model, propose our partial interference model, and formulate the optimization problem. We

discuss tradeoffs in designing practical rate control algorithms using the proposed model and use

numerical results to illustrate conditions under which theeffects of partial interference cannot be

ignored and should be modeled accurately.

Our experimental results on a mesh testbed show that partialinterference is prevalent in

the mesh network, and treating interference as contention usually leads to over-conservative re-

source allocations. Thus our partial interference model does improve overall throughput received

by applications. The interference model uses a network interference map to calculate the level of

impact that an interferer link inflicts on an interferee link. However, we observe that measuring the

interference map using broadcast may lead to inaccurate results. A unicast approach is preferable

in terms of measurement accuracy. We also find a non-linear relationship between the interfering

links. This contradicts the seminal work in the field that established a linear relationship based

on measurements of a mesh network [6]. The non-linear relationship leads to a significant gap

between theory and practice, demonstrating a need for further research in the area.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

The research community has undergone intensive work in solving the performance prob-

lems that Internet rate control protocols encounter in wireless mesh networks. We broadly cate-

gorize existing solutions into two groups: engineering-based approaches, and optimization-based

approaches. Under the engineering-based category, proposals could be further categorized as so-

lutions that work on transport-layer flow ends, that operateat intermediate hops of flows, or that

require close collaboration across multiple layers of the network.

2.1 Engineering-Based Approaches

In this category, research teams identify performance problems through experimental observations.

Ad hoc solutions are then developed, implemented, and evaluated in practical network environ-

ments. The advantage of such research is that it is intimately connected to practice, leaving no

gap between ideas and implementation. On the other hand, such solutions may be ad hoc and very

narrow, only applying to the specific situation observed in practice without any theory for adapt-

ing them to new situations or providing performance guarantees. Research groups approach the

problems from different perspectives, including better rate control algorithms on flow ends, more

accurate and prompt reaction to link dynamics in the middle of flows, and better collaborations

across protocol stack layers.

5



2.1.1 End-To-End Approaches

End-to-end congestion control schemes improve TCP performance by designing better algorithms

at the source and destination of a flow. Protocols in this category inherit the original design of

TCP from the Internet, where intelligence is pushed to the edge of the network for scalability

considerations [7].

TCP with Adaptive Pacing improves TCP performance by adoptinga rate-based congestion

control algorithm [8]. TCP-AP considers both inter-flow and intra-flow contentions in estimating

the packet sending rate. For inter-flow contentions, TCP-AP uses the coefficient of variation of

recently measured Round Trip Times (RTT), and for intra-flow contentions it uses the measured 4-

hop propagation delay. The authors in this work also recognize the importance of reducing ACK-

incurred overhead to protocol performance, and adopt delayed ACKs as proposed in a previous

work [9]. With delayed ACKs, a transport protocol can combineup to four ACK packets into

one segment. The authors justify the protocol designs and verify protocol performance through

a simulation study. Unfortunately, the practical performance of TCP-AP largely depends on the

network topology and traffic patterns.

TCP with Fractional Window Increment (FeW) limits TCP’s aggressiveness in congestion

control to achieve a better performance and interaction with on-demand routing protocols [10].

This research work identifies that network overload is the primary reason for network performance

degradation, and the bad interactions between on-demand routing protocols and TCP make the

situation even worse. The size of the congestion window in TCPdetermines the number of out-

standing packets in the network; this work avoids network overload by using a fractional window

increment scheme. Rather than additively increasing the congestion window after the successful

transport of a window of packets, TCP-FeW fractionally increases the size of the congestion win-

dow. This work demonstrates that an appropriate choice of the fraction value in congestion window

increment can significantly improve TCP performance, but leaves the explicit algorithm to adap-

tively determine the right factional value unexplored. Theenhancement in TCP performance in

this work only comes from a simulation study using a static network topology.
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TCP-DOOR improves TCP performance in situations where temporary link failures and

route changes happen frequently [11]. TCP interprets packetloss as a sign of congestion. This

assumption works fine in the Internet, but breaks in the worldof multi-hop wireless networks,

where packet loss could also be a result of route changes and interference. TCP-DOOR infers

route changes from out-of-ordered (OOO) packet delivery events at both ends of a flow: the source

node detecting OOO ACK packets and the destination node detecting OOO data packets. The

destination node needs to notify the source node about the OOO events. The source node responds

to OOO events by temporarily disabling congestion control and recovering instantly to the state

before the congestion avoidance action. While proposing a novel point of view to improve TCP

performance, TCP-DOOR also bears a few limitations in its design. This work only provides

performance reports from single-flow scenarios, which are rare cases in practice. The effectiveness

of TCP-DOOR in situations where packet loss is not caused by route changes is unclear.

TCP-ATL seeks a unified solution to reliable packet transportover heterogeneous wireless

media [12]. The protocol uses an Exponential Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) in calculating

the estimated RTT and deviation in sampled RTTs. The parametersα andβ determine the respon-

siveness to variations in measured RTT values. TCP-ATL adaptively adjusts the value of these

two parameters to cope with the dramatically different characteristics in wireless media, which

are captured by the packet loss rate and wireless link delay observed at the MAC layer. TCP-

ATL emphasizes issues that come from heterogeneity in wireless media, while this work seeks

enhancement in transport performance in IEEE 802.11-basedwireless mesh networks.

2.1.2 Hop-By-Hop Approaches

Hop-by-hop approaches perform congestion control at intermediate nodes along a communication

path. In contrast to end-to-end schemes, hop-by-hop congestion control pushes intelligence into

the network. The relatively small scale of wireless mesh networks justifies the viability of such de-

signs. Although hop-by-hop designs originated on wired networks, the application of hop-by-hop

design in multi-hop wireless networks aims to overcome unique challenges in wireless transmis-

7



sions.

Hop-by-hop congestion control is particularly intriguingin sensor networks, where max-

imizing the battery life of sensors is a primary challenge. With hop-by-hop congestion control,

nodes avoid congestion and recover lost packets at intermediate nodes, conserving more power

than with end-to-end congestion control. Unfortunately, protocols tailored for sensor networks

usually lack the generality needed to be applied to other types of multi-hop wireless networks,

such as mesh and ad hoc networks. Most of these protocols takeadvantage of the unique attributes

in sensor networks, which include a many-to-one traffic pattern, homogeneous packet sizes and

transmission rates, and usually no mobility. A typical multi-hop wireless mesh network presents

significantly more dynamics in the number of flows, transmission rates, and network topology.

A good example of hop-by-hop congestion control in sensor networks is Fusion [13]. Each

sensor monitors its queue length and sets a bit in its outgoing packets when the queue grows too

large. An upstream sensor overhears this information, and stops transmitting to this sensor until it

overhears a packet with the bit cleared. In this way local congestion information is carried towards

the source node via backpressure. Fusion also adopts a rate limiting scheme to alleviate the serious

unfairness toward sources that have to traverse a larger number of wireless hops. Each sensor

listens to the traffic its parent forwards to estimate the total number of unique sourcesN that route

through the parent and uses a token bucket scheme to limit thesending rate to 1/N of the total

rate. Fusion also adopts a prioritized MAC layer that gives abacklogged sensor priority over non-

backlogged sensors for access to the shared wireless medium, thus avoiding buffer drops. Similar

work in sensor networks includes CODA [14], ARC [15] and CCF [16].

In a more recent work, Scofield et al. propose HxH, a hop-by-hop transport protocol for

wireless mesh networks [17, 18]. HxH improves throughput byefficient designs in hop-wise con-

gestion control and end-to-end reliability. At each hop, a node overhears ongoing transmissions at

the downstream node and estimates the size of available buffers at the next hop. To avoid conges-

tion nodes only transmit when there are available buffers atthe downstream node. The node that

is one hop away from the destination node piggybacks in its transmissions the sequence number

8



of the packet last received by the destination. The node one hop further away from the destination

can overhear this and continue the process. In this way, the end-to-end reliability information is

passively relayed to the source node, conserving scarce wireless resources for data transmissions.

The credit-based congestion control in HxH, however, may still send at a high rate, and it may

generate bursty traffic and thus exaggerate contention in network.

2.1.3 Cross-Layer Approaches

Protocol designers also seek approaches to improve TCP performance through a joint effort across

multiple layers in the protocol stack, in particular from network and link layers. Typical work

in this category maintains the end-to-end semantics of TCP. Intermediate nodes feedback link

conditions in the communication path back to the source nodeto help TCP react more accurately.

It is well-recognized that TCP fails to distinguish the difference between a link failure and

congestion and reacts erroneously to link dynamics in the network. Extensive research work has

proposed solutions to this problem. A good example is Explicit Link Failure Notification (ELFN),

in which a network layer protocol notifies TCP when a route has failed in mobile ad hoc networks

[19]. TCP freezes the retransmission timer and enters a “stand-by” mode, giving the routing pro-

tocol time to repair the route failure. In order to determinewhen the route has been restored, TCP

sends periodic probe packets to see if a route has been established. If an acknowledgement is

received, it then leaves the “stand-by” mode, restores its retransmission timers, and continues as

normal. In this way, TCP effectively distinguishes mobilityloss from congestion-incurred loss,

and avoids unnecessary reductions in its sending rate.

As an effort to further reduce the impact of mobility-incurred packet loss on TCP perfor-

mance, Yu proposes to use intermediate nodes to improve end-to-end performance by two mecha-

nisms: Early Packet Loss Notification (EPLN) and Best-EffortACK Delivery (BEAD) [20]. This

work extensively exploits cached routes at the network layer to help TCP cope with route changes

in mobile ad hoc networks. Upon a route failure, an intermediate node salvages packets by send-

ing them on an alternative, cached route. If packet salvation fails, EPLN notifies TCP about lost

9



packets during the route failure. TCP disables its retransmission timer to avoid an unnecessary

decrease in its sending rate. BEAD attempts to retransmit ACKsat either intermediate nodes or

TCP receivers, alleviating the impact of lost ACK messages on flow throughput.

Ad-hoc Transport Protocol (ATP) is a rate-based transport protocol tailored for ad hoc net-

works [21]. In this work Sundaresan et al. argue that severaldesign elements in TCP, such as

window-based transmissions and loss-based congestion indication, are fundamentally inappropri-

ate for the unique challenges in ad-hoc networks. In order toovercome these observed disad-

vantages, ATP measures queuing delay and transmission delay at each intermediate nodes; the

measurements are piggybacked on data packets to the destination. The destination relays the sum

of the measurements to the source to control the sending rate. To reduce communication over-

head, the destination also sends ACKs at epochs instead of forevery packet. Even though ATP is

designed to replace TCP in ad hoc networks, recent research demonstrates that ATP is unable to

maintain stable transmission rates and usually chooses rates that are much lower than necessary

when the network topology becomes highly dynamic [17].

2.2 Optimization-Based Approaches

In order to overcome the limitations in the “ad-hoc” design pattern of the engineering-based ap-

proaches, researchers have appealed to convex optimization theory to systematically formulate rate

control problems and derive solutions that yield performance guarantees. Proposals in this cate-

gory typically aim to maximize the overall utility in the network, subject to constraints imposed by

link capacities. Depending on the definition of utility usedin the model [22, 23], the resulting so-

lutions can flexibly achieve different senses of fairness, such as max-min fairness and proportional

fairness. Distributed algorithms capable of computing these solutions are then derived via various

decomposition methods [24].

The seminal work from Kelly applies theory from convex optimization to solve the problem

of optimal resource allocation in a communication network [25]. This work models the optimal

resource allocation as a problem that maximizes the sum of flow utilities, which are functions of
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rate assigned to each flow, with constraints imposed by link capacity and the traffic flow pattern.

Following a convention in convex optimization, this paper interprets slack variables as the price

per unit flow that the network charges a user. This work then models the problem from a user’s

point of view as a maximizer of the received utility, and fromthe network’s point of view as a

maximizer of the received revenue from all users. A theoretical proof suggests that there exists a

equilibrium satisfying both sides. This work assumes that the utility function is differentiable and

strictly concave so that the optimization problem attains the favorable convex attribute. Standard

techniques can be used to derive distributed algorithms forconvex problems.

In the same paper, Kelly proposes the concept of proportional fairness in resource alloca-

tion. The traditional concept of max-min fairness gives every flow with equal demand an equal

share; proportional fairness emphasizes aggregated network throughput, and allows some degree

of “unfairness” in the throughput of some flows as long as thissacrifice can achieve a greater incre-

ment in the aggregated network utility. This paper, however, predates many recent developments

with wireless networks and thus does not take into account the shared nature in wireless transmis-

sions. As critiqued in a subsequent work, a direct application of the derived congestion control

protocol in the wireless world leads to an unstable equilibrium point at the desired fair solution

[26].

Inspired by Kelly’s work, Yi et al. take a similar approach and develop a hop-by-hop

congestion control protocol for multi-hop wireless networks [27]. Each node collects the sum

of MAC time utilization by all traversing flows, both incoming and outgoing, and calculates a

local congestion price as the difference between this sum and a specified utilization threshold,

which is determined by the efficiency of the MAC protocol in use. Each node adds its current

congestion price to the price it received from a downstream node, and passes this partial sum

toward the upstream node. The source node ultimately receives the sum of all price information

from the corresponding nodes on its path, and uses this priceto control its rate. In addition to

the rate adjustment at the source, each intermediate node also controls its sending rate based on

the received partial sum and achieves a more responsive reaction to changes in link conditions.
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The proposed algorithm assumes that each wireless hop operates on a separate frequency, and the

congestion price feedback does not experience any delay andloss. In the performance evaluation,

the desired MAC utilization threshold is manually set without reporting the method to derive this

value in practice.

In another representative work, Chen et al. propose a joint congestion control and media

access control model for ad hoc wireless networks [28]. Recognizing the shared nature of the

wireless medium, the authors apply the concept of a maximal clique in graph theory to model

the contention relationship among contending transmissions 1. Each intermediate node collects

flow rate information from every other node within the same clique, and calculates a congestion

price as a function of the normalized sum rate. A source node adjusts its sending rate according

to the cumulative congestion price that is periodically fedback from downstream nodes in the

communication path. At intermediate hops, each flow uses thenormalized flow rate as a persis-

tence probability to contend for the channel. This paper, along with many other models that use

a contention graph, ignores the impact of partial interference, which is prevalent in wireless mesh

networks and may significantly impact the performance of rate control as shown in more recent

publications [6, 29, 30].

This work also points out that the the link capacity constraint is only a necessary condition

to realizable rate allocations. The link capacity constraint suggests that the sum of the transmission

rates in a contention domain should not exceed the link capacity, because they have to share the

common channel. A rate allocation that satisfies the constraint is not realizable if the contention

graph contains a hole with an odd number of vertices. If a graph is perfect, the constraint then

becomes the sufficient condition to realizable rate allocations. The authors note that identifying

whether a graph is perfect requires global topology information of the network, which is imprac-

tical for designing distributed algorithms. The capacity of a clique is decreased by some fraction

in the proposed optimization problem in order to guarantee the scheduling feasibility of a rate al-

location. Our dissertation focuses on proposing a more accurate model of wireless mesh networks

1We will further discuss the concept of maximal clique and contention graph in the following chapter.
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and evaluating the performance of the proposed rate controlin practice. We assume that the con-

tention graph in our network is perfect and decrease the clique capacity in our implementation

when necessary.

Taking a similar convex optimization approach, different decompositions have lead to nu-

merous models during the past few years. Representative workincludes cross-layer congestion

control, routing and scheduling design [31], jointly optimal congestion control and routing [32],

and joint congestion control and physical layer power control [33].

The strengths of these approaches are their systematic methodology and provable perfor-

mance guarantees. These guarantees, however, only apply when the conditions of the formulation

are satisfied, or when the resulting distributed algorithm is clearly implementable. Unfortunately,

the simplifications needed to make such formulations tractable are often either over-simplified

from practical conditions or too strong to admit practical implementations. Moreover, while much

of the published work in this category focuses on correctness proofs of the resulting algorithms,

the question of whether practical implementations exist that satisfy the conditions for these proofs

is not adequately addressed; convincing experimental results demonstrating the practicality of the

theory are absent. This dissertation contributes valuableinsights with experimental results from

practical wireless mesh networks.

As a preliminary effort to overcome the above pitfalls, the work presented in [34] addresses

those practical challenges and reports experimental results from a real network. As a workaround

to enumerating maximal cliques in a contention graph, whichis known to be NP-hard, the proposed

protocol simply assigns nodes within two hops to the same clique. This is an overly conservative

design. In order to guarantee that every node in a clique attains the same view of the clique size

and membership, link declaration messages are sent over separate channels and are forwarded over

three hops. As an effort to reduce bandwidth consumption, flow rates are aggregated in batches

and exchanged less frequently. Despite the efforts in the efficiency considerations, the protocol

may take over 20 seconds to converge in simple static topologies. Unfortunately, this convergence

rate is un-acceptable for practical networks.
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Chapter 3

Challenges in Multi-Hop Wireless Communications

We first look at the complications that occur in wireless transmissions. In this section

we use a simple example to demonstrate why reliable wirelesstransmissions are problematic in

wireless mesh networks.

We first explain three import ranges in wireless transmissions: transmission range, carrier

sense range, andinterference range. As depicted in Figure 3.1, the transmission range identifies

the distance within which nodes can successfully receive and decode frames from a transmitting

node if there is no interference from other sources. Many research works over-simplify the trans-

mission range as a circular area centered at the transmitting node. In practice, the transmission

range varies in different directions, typically affected by physical obstacles and interference, and

generally takes an irregular shape. The carrier sense rangeis the range within which a transmitting

node triggers carrier sense detection. This range is usually determined by the antenna sensitivity

(physical capability) and a human-set threshold, above which the carrier is considered busy. The

IEEE 802.11 MAC regulates that a node can only transmit when it senses a clear carrier (wireless

channel). The interference range is the range within which unrelated signals become strong enough

such that a receiving node cannot distinguish its desired signal from noise, and thus suffers frame

loss. The carrier sense range is usually larger than transmission range [35, 36]. The relationship

between the transmission range and the interference range is determined by the transmitting power,

the distance and physical condition between the communicating nodes, and the antenna sensitivity

at receiving nodes. In many situations the interference range is larger than transmission range, and

the power level needed for interrupting a transmission is much smaller than that of successfully
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delivering a packet [35].

Figure 3.1: Three important ranges in wireless transmissions

The IEEE 802.11 MAC resolves collisions in wireless transmissions via a Carrier Sense

Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism. Each node senses the carrier

before any transmission attempts. A node only transmits if the carrier remains clear over a period

of time. The IEEE 802.11 MAC enforces randomness in the duration that nodes must wait before

each transmission to avoid collisions between concurrent carrier sensing. The optional Request To

Send, Clear To Send (RTS/CTS) message exchange process is designed to further prevent collisions

incurred by hidden terminals [35]. After sensing a clear channel, a transmitting node sends an RTS

message to the receiving node, declaring its intention to transmit a frame. With CTS, a receiving

node grants the sending node the right to transmit, and also implicitly notifies neighboring nodes

of the coming data transmission.

Figure 3.2 demonstrates several cases where collision, contention, and interference affect

frame transmissions in multi-hop wireless mesh networks. Assume each node has a transmission

range of 150m and an interference and carrier sensing distance of 250m. Nodes are 100m away
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Figure 3.2: Problems in wireless transmissions

from each other.

1. One-hop case: suppose both node 1 and node 2 want to transmit frames at the same moment.

Their transmissions collide if both nodes transmit withoutany regulation. If they use the

CSMA/CA mechanism in IEEE 802.11 MAC to resolve collisions they share the channel,

and each of them receives approximately half of the bandwidth.

2. Two-hop case: suppose node 1 intends to send packets to node 3 via node 2. With only

one radio, node 2 cannot receive and send frames simultaneously. The transmission from

node 1 to 2 and from node 2 to 3 have to contend for the shared wireless medium, and their

achievable bandwidth is halved.

3. Three-hop case: suppose node 1 wants to send packets to node 4 via node 2 and 3. Concur-

rent transmission from node 3 to node 4 may completely or partially collide with those from

node 1 to node 2 at node 2. Some protocols constrain node 3 fromtransmitting concurrently

with node 1 to avoid collisions, and nodes can only achieve one third of the total bandwidth

of the wireless channel.

4. Four-hop case: hidden terminal effect. Assume node 1 sends packets to node 5 along a path

through node 2, 3, and 4. Node 4 becomes a hidden terminal to transmissions from node 1

to 2 in the sense that node 1 does not realize the presence of transmissions from node 4 since

it is out of the sensing range of node 1. As a consequence, transmissions originating at node
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1 may be corrupted at node 2 by transmissions from node 4, which is within the interference

range of node 2. Nodes can only attain one fourth of the bandwidth of the wireless channel.

In practice, network environments become far more complicated than scenarios in Figure

3.2. Rather than a simple chain topology, nodes are more likely to be deployed in a grid or mesh

form, which makes transmissions more prone to contention and interference. Because they are

exposed in the open air, wireless transmissions are also vulnerable to external inference such as

signals from a cordless phone or other running wireless networks, or temporal interruptions from

moving obstacles such as humans and vehicles. Such factors lead to a highly dynamic and unpre-

dictable environment for wireless transmissions, and significant challenges to protocol designs for

wireless mesh networks.
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Chapter 4

Modeling Wireless Mesh Networks

In this section we synthesize models used for optimizing fair rate control for mesh net-

works. Among research using the optimization-based approach, many models have been proposed

to characterize fair resource allocation for mesh networks. However, there is no work discussing

when one model is preferable over the other. This section summaries major components in model-

ing wireless mesh networks and discusses their tradeoffs. For the purpose of designing rate control

algorithms, a model needs to determine 1) how competing transmissions share the common wire-

less channel; 2) the objective of an optimization problem; and 3) how to choose the basic units that

participate in the rate allocation.

4.1 Resource Constraints

Resource constraints impose boundaries to transmission rates so that the rate allocation derived

using the model is realizable in practice. Given a single transmission, the feasible rate should

be non-negative and no greater than the link capacity, whichis usually normalized to 1 in the

modeling. As typical wireless mesh networks consist of a group of nodes, resource constraints

are usually characterized by a set of neighboring transmissions, which exclusively compete for the

shared wireless channel. Intuitively, the sum of the transmission rates should not exceed the link

capacity.

Two transmissions could compete with each other on either the sending or the receiving

side. Transmissions that compete on the sending side are considered to be contending with each

other, while those that compete on the receiving side are treated as interfering with each other. In
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the IEEE 802.11 MAC, transmissions with senders within carrier sense range exclusively contend

for the shared channel. As a result, the sum of their sending rates should not exceed 1. On

the receiving side, two transmissions interfere with each other if frames from one corrupt the

reception of another. Channel-based models and graph-basedmodels are two major approaches in

the literature to characterize the behaviors of concurrenttransmissions for this purpose [37].

Channel-based models typically use the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) to

determine whether a transmission will succeed or not [38]. Anode can successfully decode a

received frame if the S
I+N at the receiving moment is above some certain threshold, where S, I ,N

stand for the power level of the signal, interference, and background noise respectively. However,

channel-based models are considered to be intractable by protocol designers because of the math-

ematical complications [39]. Moreover, most commodity wireless cards do not provide statistics

about SINR, making it difficult to collect the desired information in practice.

In this dissertation, we consider graph-based models, and investigate methods to improve

their accuracy so that protocol designers can derive practical rate control algorithms for wireless

mesh networks. Existing graph-based models conservatively characterize interference as a binary

effect [28, 37]. Under this model, an interfering transmission is assumed to corrupt all of the

frames received at a remote node, while non-interfering nodes have no effect. Binary interference

is represented in a contention graph by simply treating it ascontention, that is, if one link interferes

with another, neither may send at the same time.

To illustrate how the binary interference model derives resource constraints, it is useful to

consider an example. Fig. 4.1 shows a sample network topology, denoting active transmissions,

transmission ranges, carrier sense ranges, and interference ranges. A contention graph transforms

this representation of a network into a new graph that represents the contention and interference

constraints [40, 28]. Fig. 4.2 shows a contention graph for Fig. 4.1. Vertices in the contention

graph correspond to wireless links, and an edge between two links indicates that the links cannot

be active at the same time, due to contention or interference.

Once a contention graph is created, resource constraints can be determined using maximal
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Figure 4.1: A network topology graph.

Figure 4.2: A contention graph for the sample network topology (binary interference model)

cliques. Any pair of links in the same maximal clique is prohibited from transmitting concurrently

in order to avoid collisions. Thus, for each clique there is aresource constraint, in terms of air

time, represented by the clique capacity. Fig. 4.2 shows three maximal cliques for our sample

network, with corresponding resource constraints, wheresl is the sending rate of linkl , andc j is

the capacity of cliquej. Clique capacities and rates are typically normalized to a value between

zero and one. Clique capacities are usually between 0.8 and 0.9, depending on the efficiency of the

MAC protocol.

In Fig. 4.2, links belong to the same clique either because ofcontention or interference.

Link 1 and link 2 belong to clique 1 because node B cannot send and receive at the same time.

Link 2 and link 3 belong to clique 2 because signals from node Dmay completely corrupt those

from node B to node C given the binary interference model. Node D and E are within carrier sense

range, and thus link 3 and link 4 belong to a same clique.

The binary interference model is widely critiqued for its over-conservative scheme. Con-

current transmissions that could have been allowed are prohibited in the model, causing the net-
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work to be under-utilized. A recent measurement study reveals that interference is typical and

partial [6]. This means that transmissions from an interfering nodemay corrupt only a fraction

of the packets received at a remote node. As we will demonstrate in following sections, modeling

interference as contention results in a misleading optimization problem, where capacity may be

wasted and actual receiving rates may be far from fair.

In addition to the over-conservative scheme, the binary interference model requires enu-

merating maximal cliques in a given graph, which is a well-known NP-hard problem. Particularly,

it is extremely difficult to even approximate the maximal cliques in dense graphs. With the binary

interference model, links within interference range of each other cannot be active concurrently. As

a result, the contention graph might be dense, because theremight be a large number of interferers

to a remote node. Existing graph-based proposals adopt approximations in deriving distributed rate

control algorithms. The work presented in [34] assigns links within two hops to the same clique,

however this is a very conservative scheme and the communication overhead and delay in forward-

ing control information might be significant. Other works use the perceived level of collisions in

the neighborhood as a indication to the saturation of cliquecapacity [40, 28], however they require

modifying underlying link layer protocols.

4.2 Objective Functions

The objective function of an optimization problem measuresthe performance of a network given

choices of rate allocations. Typical objective functions seek to maximize the overall utility in the

network. The higher the overall utility, the better a rate allocation is. A typical objective function

looks like

max f (s) = ∑
l∈L

wlU(sl ),

wheres is the vector of sending rates for links,L is the set of links in the network, andU is the

utility function. Wireless links are basic units in this objective function. Alternatively, we can
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define an objective function as

max f (s) = ∑
t∈T

wtU(st),

wheres is the vector of source rates for flows, andT is the set of flows in the network. The

basic units become transport-layer flows in this case. We will further contrast the choices between

link-based and flow-based formulations in the following sub-section.

In general, the overall utility is the weighted sum of the individual utility of basic units that

participate in the rate allocation in the network. Utility functions are usually defined over the trans-

mission rates allocated to the basic units to quantify their“happiness” given a rate allocation. The

weights provide the flexibility of treating units differently according to certain criteria, however

many research works simply consider all the basic units equally, and use a global weight of 1. In

this dissertation, we set transmission weights for each link equal to the number of flows traversing

the link. This approximates a flow-based rate allocation in alink-based problem.

In addition to maximizing the overall utility, an optimization problem should also maintain

a sense of fairness between competing basic units. However,there is a tradeoff between utility

and fairness. Should the fairness be ignored, the maximal overall utility could be achieved by

simply assigning all the air time to those basic units with highest rates, but paying the price of

starving those slower units. Some units may have to lower their rates in order to be fair with other

competing units. Unfortunately, determining the fairnessis a non-trivial job. Interesting questions

include: 1) Should we keep the absolute equality between competing units as the topmost criteria,

or allow some extent of unfairness as long as its for the good of the overall utility? 2) If we seek

absolute fairness, how much is the overall utility sacrificed? 3) Under what scenarios should a

unit lower its rate? and 4) How much it should lower the rate ifnecessary. The answer to the first

question is determined by the subjective goal of an optimization problem, but we need systematic

methods to seek answers for the rest questions.

An optimization problem uses a specific definition of the utility function to achieve some

desired attribute of fairness. The mapping between the alternatives of fairness and their correspond-

ing utility functions is well established in the literature, such as the work presented in [22, 23].
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Explicitly, the utility functions are defined as

fα(x) =











logx if α = 1

(1−α)−1x1−α otherwise.
(4.1)

We can achieve proportional fairness whenα = 1, or max-min fairness whenα → ∞. By intuition,

max-min fairness seeks the absolute fairness between competing basic units. From the above

definition we can see that even a minor difference in the allocated rate will lead to enormous

changes in the utility whenα takes a large value. In contrast to max-min fairness, proportional

fairness emphasizes maximizing the overall utility. The log(·) form of the utility function suggests

that increasing the rate of a basic unit from an nearly-starved rate gains more than increasing that

from an already high enough rate in terms of the utilities. The “optimal” rate allocation of an

optimization problem varies according to the specific target fairness sought.

With the binary interference model, the utility functions are defined over thesendingrates

of the basic units. This is because both the sending and the receiving side of a transmission have to

be interference and contention free according to the model,and the rates are the same on the two

sides if we also ignore the inherent loss of wireless transmissions. As we have briefly pointed out,

the impact of interference is partial in practice, and the receiving rate of a transmission could be

significantly lower than its sending rate as a result. With the partial interference model proposed

in this dissertation, the utility functions should be basedon thereceivingrates of the basic units.

4.3 Basic Units in Resource Allocation

In an optimization problem, the rate allocation could be conducted either over wireless links or

transport-layer flows. A wireless link is a unidirectional sender-receiver pair of nodes in a wireless

mesh network. A transport layer flow may cross multiple wireless links from the source to the

destination, while a wireless link may have a few traversingflows. Both link-based and flow-based

formulations are commonly adopted in the literature. Flow-based formulations correlate more

closely to user perceived experience, and are more favorable in most modeling scenarios than
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V The set of vertices (nodes) in the network.
L The set of wireless links in the network.
sl The sending rate of linkl .
r l The receiving rate of linkl .
dl The delivery ratio of linkl .
A The vector of interference factors in the network, whereas

ail represents the interference factor of linki interfering
with link l .

I(l) The set of wireless links that interfere with linkl .
F(l) The set of links that linkl interferes with.
C The set of maximal cliques in the contention graph.
L( j) The set of links in maximal cliquej.
c j The effective capacity of maximal cliquej. Typical values

are around 0.85, minimizing the chances of transmission
collisions.

C(l) The set of maximal cliques that contain linkl .
T The set of transport-layer flows in the network.
T(l) The set of flows traversing linkl .
st
src The source rate of flowt.

rt
end The end receiving rate of flowt.

st
i The sending rate of flowt at hopi.

rt
i The receiving rate of flowt at hopi.

h(t) The length of flowt in hops.
k(l , t) Hopk of flow t, corresponding with linkl .
U(·) The utility function for each link or flow.
wl The weight for linkl .
wt The weight for flowt.

Table 4.1: Notations used in the formulation

link-based formulations. However, little work in the literature discusses their intrinsic differences

and scenarios where one is more favorable than another. In this subsection, we use two example

formulations to unveil the reasons behind their differences. For ease of our discussion, we first

define important notations in Table 4.1.

In our comparison, we consider the problem of maximizing thesum of utilities,U(·), over

all the basic units in a wireless mesh network, with constraints typically imposed by link capacities.

For simplicity, we use the binary interference model in thissection.
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The typical form of a link-based optimization problem lookslike:

A : maximize∑
l∈L

wlU(sl ) (4.2)

subject to:

sl ≥ 0,∀l ∈ L, (4.3)

∑
l∈L( j)

sl ≤ 1,∀ j ∈C. (4.4)

This problem seeks to maximize the sum of all link utilities in the network, with constraint

(4.4) regulating that the sum of the link rates within a clique should not exceed its capacity. For

simplicity, we use a capacity of 1. Constraint (4.3) simply says that link rates should be non-

negative. ProblemA assumes that links have infinite backlogs.

The typical form of a flow-based optimization problem looks like:

F : maximize ∑
t∈T

wtU(st
src) (4.5)

subject to:

si
l ≥ 0,∀i ∈ T,∀l ∈ L, (4.6)

∑
l∈L( j)

∑
i∈T(l)

si
l ≤ 1,∀ j ∈C, (4.7)

st
i+1 = rt

i ,∀t ∈ T,1≤ i ≤ h(t)−1. (4.8)

Constraint (4.7) requires that the overall flow rates in a clique should not exceed its capacity.
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Note that a link’s rate is equal to the sum rate of its traversing flows, so we have

sl = ∑
i∈T(l)

si
l (4.9)

wheresi
l is flow i’s rate at linkl , andT(l) is the set of traversing flows at linkl . With Eq.(4.9),

we can cast constraint (4.7) into the same form as constraint(4.4). This makes sense in that the

sum of wireless transmissions in a clique should not exceed its capacity no matter whether the

optimization problem is link-based or flow-based.

ProblemF has more constraints than problemA. ProblemF breaks the rate of a flowt into a

set of rates at each hop on the flow’s path. Constraint (4.8) is necessary for a feasible rate allocation

by requiring that a flow is transmitted at the same rate as it isreceived at each intermediate nodes

on the flow’s path.

The set of feasible solutions to the problemF is a subset to that of problemA. A feasible

solution toA satisfies constraint (4.4), and thus constraint (4.7), but not necessarily (4.8). On the

other hand, a feasible solution toF must also be a feasible solution toA, because the solution must

satisfy constraints (4.7) and (4.8), and thus satisfy (4.4). We can easily construct a rate allocation

that satisfiesA but notF by assigning different rates to a flow at separate hops.

The objective function of problemA and problemF are the same if flows in the network are

disjoint. Disjoint flows do not share any common links, and this suggests that an active link only

has a single traversing flow. If we assume that all links have same capacities, then maximizing a

link’s rate is equal to maximizing a traversing flow’s rate. The solutions to both problems are also

the same.

If flows are joint in the network, problemA andF have different objective functions.A

maximizes the overall utility over all links in the network,while F maximizes the overall utility

over all transport-layer flows in the network. This difference suggests that the two models use

different criteria in measuring the performance of a network. As we will demonstrate later,A may

starve some flows in order to have the network better utilized, the behavior of which may appear
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to be unfair fromF’s perspective.

ProblemA seeks to maximize the overall network utility. ProblemA only considers link

rates, and prevents under-utilized links. As a result, starving some flow in the network won’t affect

the problem performance as long as the links are occupied by some other flows. This attribute,

however, may cause unrealizable rate allocations in practice, or unfairness between flows in the

network. In the following discussions, we will use two examples to further demonstrate these two

problems with link-based optimization problems.

ProblemF aims to maximize the sum of flow utility in the network. As compared to

problemA, F cares more about the user-perceived network performance, because flow rates are

closely correlated to user’s experience. If flows are joint in the network,F will increase a flow’s

rate only when 1) there is extra capacity available on the flow’s path so that no other flow’s rate

needs to be decreased, or 2) the benefit of increasing a flow’s rate is more than the loss of decreasing

the rate of another joint flow. The utility function takes a log(·) form for proportional fairness. The

rate of change in the utility decreases as the flow rate increases. Decreasing the rate of a fast

flow and increasing the rate of a slow flow might increase the overall flow utility in the network.

F avoids starving flows, because a flow’s utility approaches negative infinity as its rate becomes

zero.

We can also combine problemA and F by usingA’s objective function withF’s con-

straints. The optimization problem of this combination also seeks to maximize the overall network

utility, but with constraints for realizable flow rates in the problem solution. However, the objective

function also ignores flow rates. As a result, some flows may still be starved in the optimal rate

allocation of the problem.

We now use two network topologies, illustrated in Fig. 4.3(a) and 4.4(a), as examples to

our discussions above. In both topologies, there are two links with two flows traversing them.

Along with the network topologies, we also present the problem solutions for the topology when

using problemA, problemA’s objective function withF’s constraints, and problemF respectively.

For ease of our discussions, we treat all the basic units equally by assigning their weights,
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(a) Network topology (b) The optimal solution for problemA.

(c) The optimal solution for problemA con-
strained by realizable flow rates.

(d) The optimal solution for problemF.

Figure 4.3: Example network topology 1

wl or wt , to 1 in problemA andF. We use proportional fairness, and the utility function takes a

log(·) form. We assume that a wireless link equally splits its allocated bandwidth over its traversing

flows. We also assume that all links have an identical capacity of 1, and cliques have a capacity of

1 as well. Link and flow rates are presented in terms of the normalized rate as compared to the link

capacity.

For the network presented in Fig. 4.3(a), problemA assigns both link 1 and 2 with a rate

of 0.5 in the optimal solution. This is because the two links cannot be active concurrently as they

share the node in the middle of the topology. With this optimal solution, the network is fully

utilized and the two links are treated equally. Note thatA ignores the flow information, and that’s

why we use dotted arrows for flows in Fig. 4.3(b) and 4.3(c).

The optimal solution fromA causes un-used link capacity at link 2 in practice.A assumes

infinite backlogs for all links, however this is not true in the example network. The optimal solution

assigns link 1 with a rate of 0.5, suggesting that both flow 1 and 2 have a rate of 0.25. In practice,

the second hop of flow 2 is not able to send faster than it receives, so the actual rate for link 2 is

0.25 as well, even though we use problemA.

Fig. 4.3(c) presents the optimal solution when we use the objective function ofA with
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(a) Network topology (b) The optimal solution for problemA.

(c) The optimal solution for problemA con-
strained by realizable flow rates.

(d) The optimal solution for problemF.

Figure 4.4: Example network topology 2

constraints ofF. Both links still have the same rate of 0.5 so that the network is fully utilized,

which is the very objective ofA. With F’s constraints, the second hop of flow 2 has to send at the

same rate as it receives. As a result, flow 1 is starved, and flow2 gets all the capacity. If flow 1 is

assigned with any fraction of link 1’s capacity, link 2 has tobe under-utilized because the first hop

of flow 2 gets a rate of less than 0.5. Note again, starving a flowwon’t hurt A’s performance as

long as the link capacity is filled with some other flows.

As illustrated in Fig. 4.3(d), problemF assigns1
2 of the link capacity to flow 1, and14 to

flow 2. Given this solution, link 1 gets a rate of3
4, and link 2 gets14. In this network, the two hops

of flow 2 and flow 1 have to share the total link capacity of 1. So we haves2
1+s2

2+s1
1 = 1. The two

hops of flow 2 must transmit at the same rate, so 2s2
1+s1

1 = 1, and thuss1
1 = 1−2s2

1. Note thatF

seeks to maximize the overall flow utility. Given proportional fairness, it’s easy to see thatF looks

for the solution that maximizes the product ofs1
1 ands2

1, which iss2
1(1−2s2

1). We can obtain the

solution by making the derivative of the term equal to 0.

We present the second example in Fig. 4.4(a). Similar to the first example, the optimal

solutions with different optimization problems are illustrated in Fig. 4.4(b), 4.4(c), and 4.4(d)

respectively.
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ProblemA causes packet drops for flow 2 in practice. The first hop of flow 2sends at a

rate of 0.5 on link 1, however, its second hop can only send at 0.25 because both flows have to

share link 2, which is assigned with a rate of 0.5 in the optimal solution. Flow 2’s packets will be

dropped at the node in the middle.

The optimal solutions presented in Fig. 4.4(c) and 4.4(d) follow the similar idea as dis-

cussed in the first example.

In most scenarios, problemF generates a more favorable fair rate allocation thanA does,

in terms of both realizable flow rates and fairness. Consider anetwork similar to Fig. 4.3(b), but

with flow 1 spanning only link 1, and two one-hop flows 2 and 3 sharing link 2. A will still assign

both links with a rate of 0.5 in the optimal solution. However, flow 2 and 3 have to share the same

fraction of capacity, 0.5, as flow 1. This allocation is unfair to flow 2 and 3, and the situation could

become arbitrarily worse given more flows sharing link 2.

On the other hand, problemF is usually limited more by complexities in modeling as

compared toA. Protocol designers would like to have optimization problems that are convex, so

that standard techniques can be applied to derive distributed algorithms [41]. Flow-based prob-

lems usually run into more constraints as compared to link-based formulations, and thus could

bear complexities that make the problem non-convex. We willshow later in this dissertation that

flow-based models lead to non-convex problems if partial interference is incorporated. Protocol

designers have to use approximations to solve non-convex problems, the solutions of which may

not be as straightforward or efficient as they would be in link-based formulations.

Despite the disadvantages, allocating based on links may bepreferable in some situations,

such as when opportunistic routing causes several paths to be used simultaneously [42]. In oppor-

tunistic routing, packets of a flow may take different routestowards the destination as the next-hop

receiver is opportunistically determined. It is difficult to construct a flow-based optimization prob-

lem when each packet may take a different path.
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Chapter 5

Partial Interference Model

We present our partial interference model in this section. The proposed model promotes

more accurate optimal rate control designs than the binary interference mode in the sense that it

incorporates the impact of partial interference, which is prevalent in wireless mesh networks. In

the proposed model, an interfering node may corrupt a fraction of the frames received at a remote

node. Partial interference is not represented in the contention graph, but is instead represented

in a directional interference map and incorporated as an additional constraint or as part of the

objective function. Similar to discussing the binary interference model, we now present the partial

interference model from the perspectives of resource constraints, objective functions, and link-

based vs. flow-based formulations.

5.1 Resource Constraints

To model partial interference accurately, we separate contention constraints from interference con-

straints. Contention is represented as an undirected edge between two vertices (links), and interfer-

ence is modeled as a directional edge from the interfering link to the receiving link that is affected

by the interference. The modified contention graph corresponding to Fig. 4.1 is shown in Fig.

5.1. Maximal cliques are then determined as before. Clique constraints, as shown in the figure for

Clique 1 and Clique 2, are the same as in the binary interferencemodel, but the constraint between

links 2 and 3 is modeled separately.

Interference relationships impose constraints on the receiving rates, as illustrated in the

figure, wherer l is the effective receiving rate of linkl , sl is the sending rate of linkl , dl is the
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Figure 5.1: A contention graph for the sample network topology (partial interference model)

inherent loss of the link (e.g. due to obstacles or noise), and the term(1−ail si) is the loss due to

interference from an interfering nodei. This constraint is taken from a recent measurement study

of wireless mesh networks showing that partial interference can be modeled as a linear function [6].

The interference factorail represents the degree of partial interference inflicted by the interferer.

It is in the range 0≤ ail ≤ 1, and is unidirectional, meaning thatail may be significantly different

from ali . Interfering factors can be experimentally measured between any pair of links in a network

by methods suggested in [6, 29], constructing an interference map for the network. A study shows

that interfering transmissions are independent of each other, and the joint impact of interferers to a

receiving node is merely the product of their isolated impacts [6].

The partial interference model is less conservative than other graph-based approaches be-

cause more links are assumed to transmit concurrently. For example, consider links 2 and 3 in Fig.

5.1, and suppose link 3 corrupts 40% of packets received at link 2. If both links transmit at the

clique capacity 1, then the sum of their effective receivingrates becomes 1+(1−0.4) = 1.6. In

the binary interference model, these links would not be ableto transmit at the same time because

they would be considered to be in the same clique, resulting in a total effective receiving rate of 1.

The partial interference model thus allows for significantly higher utilization of the network.

It is important to recognize that even complete interference cannot properly be modeled as

contention. That is, a linki will not become a contender to a remote linkl even if the interference

factorail = 1. Consider again the relationship between links 2 and 3 in Fig. 5.1. Supposea32 = 1.

If interference is modeled as contention, then both links will transmit at a rate of 0.5. However, the
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total effective receiving rate will ber2+ r3 = (0.5)(0.5)+0.5= 0.75. With the partial interference

model, it is easy to see that link 2 should send at the full rateregardless of link 3’s rate. If link 3

continues to send at a rate of 0.5, then the total effective receiving rate will be(1)(0.5)+0.5= 1.

Thus the partial interference model will result in higher utility.

5.2 Objective Functions

When modeling partial interference, it is more accurate to optimize over receiving rates, because

the sending and the receiving rates may be significantly different. Based on a recent study [6], we

can model the receiving rate of a link by multiplying the individual interference factors:

r l = dl sl ∏
i∈I(l)

(1−ail si). (5.1)

For link-based formulations, the objective function becomes

f (r) = ∑
l∈L

wlU(r l ),

where r is the set of effective link receiving rates. For flow-based formulations, the objective

function is

f (rt
end) = ∑

t∈T
wtU(rt

end),

wherert
end is the receiving rate at the end of the flow. We will further discuss the calculation of

rt
end in a following subsection.

The multiplicative term that arises when modeling the effect of overall interference on a

receiver may make the optimization problem non-convex, sacrificing well-established techniques

in solving convex problems. We will show in subsequent discussions that a link-based formulation

that incorporates partial interference is still a convex problem if proportional fairness is used. We

will also demonstrate that flow-based formulations lose their convexity when considering partial

interference.
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We are thus faced with a tradeoff between convexity and accuracy when modeling partial

interference. A flow-based formulation achieves realizable rate allocations, with a sense of fairness

that is more closely correlated to user experience in a network, but at a price of losing convexity

in the optimization problem. A link-based formulation, on the other hand, can be convex, but the

derived rate allocations may not be realizable for a set of flows, and may give users a sense of

unfairness, especially when several flows traverse the samelink in the network, or when some

flows have more hops than others.

5.3 Link-Based Problem Formulation

We consider the problem of finding an optimal rate allocationthat maximizes the sum of link

utilities in a wireless mesh network, which consists of a setL of stationary links. We use the

following assumptions in our formulation.

• Contention between links is binary (either fully contendingor not at all) and symmetric.

Existing work suggests that the contention between neighboring transmissions is asymmetric

and time varying [6]. We focus on exploring the impact of partial interference to optimal

rate control in this dissertation, and leave the more accurate modeling of contention in future

research work.

• Links have infinite backlog of frames to send. We address the scenarios when links do not

have enough frames to send in the implementation of the proposed algorithms.

• The impact of interference from links are independent and linear with respect to the inter-

ferer’s sending rate, as described in (5.1).

Given a contention graph with maximal cliquesC and an interference mapA, the optimiza-

tion problem maximizes the sum of link utilities, which are functions of linkreceivingrates, in a

wireless mesh network:

P : max
s

f (r) = ∑
l∈L

wlU(r l ) (5.2)
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subject to:

sl ≥ 0, ∀l ∈ L, (5.3)

r l = dl sl ∏
i∈I(l)

(1−ail si), ∀l ∈ L, (5.4)

∑
l∈L( j)

sl ≤ c j , ∀ j ∈C. (5.5)

We assume the utility functionU of a link is continuously differentiable, strictly concave, mono-

tonically increasing, and approaches negative infinity as the argument approaches zero from the

right.

ProblemP is non-convex because of the multiplicative term in constraint (5.4). However,

the problem can be reformulated by substituting (5.4) into the objective function. Depending on

the utility function, the problem may or may not be convex. Ifwe seek to maximize network utility

while maintaining proportional fairness, then we letU(·) = ln(·), and the problem is convex. The

objective function becomes

f (s) = ∑
l∈L

wl

(

lnsl + lndl + ∑
i∈I(l)

ln(1−ail si)

)

. (5.6)

Note that the terms can be reordered and that maximizing (5.6) gives the same optimal rates

whether or not the delivery ratiosdl are considered, so that the objective function may be re-

formulated as

f ′(s) = ∑
l∈L

wl

(

lnsl + ∑
i∈F(l)

ln(1−ali sl )

)

. (5.7)

This suggests that the explicit values fordl are irrelevant to the optimal rates of the given optimiza-

tion problems. Thus, we can reformulate problemP as a convex problemP′

P′ : max f ′(s) (5.8)
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subject to:

sl ≥ 0, ∀l ∈ L, (5.9)

∑
l∈L( j)

sl ≤ c j , ∀ j ∈C. (5.10)

Each link l is associated with a weightwl in the formulation. As we have discussed in

the previous section, link-based models may generate rate allocations that are not realizable . In

chapter 7, we will demonstrate how to use link weights to achieve realizable rate allocations for

traversing flows.

5.4 Non-Convexity in the Flow-Based Formulation

The flow-based formulation differs from the link-based formulation in that it maximizes end re-

ceiving rates of multi-hop transport-layer flows, where only the source link of each flow has an

infinite backlog.

The optimization problem for this formulation is

Q : max
s

f (r) = ∑
t∈T

wtU(rt
end) (5.11)

subject to:

st
k ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ T, k= 1, . . . ,h(t), (5.12)

st
k = rt

k−1, ∀t ∈ T, k= 2, . . . ,h(t), (5.13)

∑
l∈L( j)

∑
t∈T(l)

st
k(t,l) ≤ c j , ∀ j ∈C, (5.14)

where eachrt
k is a function of sending rates, according to (5.4).

Constraint (5.13) makes problemQ non-convex. This constraint arises because in this
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formulation there is no longer an assumption that all links have an infinite backlog of packets

to send, as degradation and interference at an earlier hop causes the next hop to have less data

available to send. In order to achieve realizable rate allocations for flows, we require that a flow is

transmitted at the same rate as it is received at each hop, otherwise congestion or starvation would

occur along its path.

Because this problem is non-convex, a distributed solution may not be as straightforward or

efficient. An interesting future research work might be exploring approaches to relax the condition

in (5.13), and thus casting the problem in a form similar to toP′.

5.5 Distributed Algorithm

We derive a distributed algorithm to solve problemP′, based on the methods presented in [41]. This

problem meets Slater’s condition [43], giving us strong duality. We seek to solve the problem in a

distributed fashion by finding the solution to the dual usingLagrangian relaxation. The Lagrangian

of problemP′ is

L(s,λ) = f ′(s)+ ∑
j∈C

λ j

(

c j − ∑
l∈L( j)

sl

)

= f ′(s)− ∑
j∈C

∑
l∈L( j)

λ jsl + ∑
j∈C

c jλ j

= f ′(s)−∑
l∈L

sl ∑
j∈C(l)

λ j + ∑
j∈C

c jλ j

= ∑
l∈L

g(sl ,λ)+ ∑
j∈C

c jλ j ,

whereλ j are Lagrange multipliers for constraints (5.5) and

g(sl ,λ) = wl lnsl + ∑
i∈F(l)

wi ln(1−ali sl )−sl ∑
j∈C(l)

λ j . (5.15)

Note thatg(sl ,λ) is concave insl and approaches−∞ to the left and right, so that for a
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givenλ there is always a unique maximizer

s̄l (λ) = argmax
sl

g(sl ,λ). (5.16)

This can easily be found by taking the derivative ofg with respect tosl and setting it equal to zero:

wl

s̄l
− ∑

i∈F(l)

wiali

(1−ali s̄l )
= ∑

j∈C(l)

λ j . (5.17)

We can use efficient algorithms, such as Newton’s method, to solve for the optimal rates

according to (5.17). Defineh(sl ) such that

h(sl ) =
wl

sl
− ∑

i∈F(l)

wiali

(1−ali sl )
− ∑

j∈C(l)

λ j . (5.18)

According to Newton’s method, we can approach ¯sl over iterations by

sl (k+1) = sl (k)−
h(sl (k))
h′(sl (k))

. (5.19)

Note that this iterative calculation is conducted within each node, and the CPU overhead is trivial

as compared to that incurred from exchanging the control messages over the wireless antenna.

The dual function to problemP′ is given by

Z(λ) = max
s

L(s,λ)

= max
s ∑

l∈L

g(sl ,λ)+ ∑
j∈C

c jλ j

= ∑
l∈L

max
sl

g(sl ,λ)+ ∑
j∈C

c jλ j

= ∑
l∈L

g(s̄l (λ),λ)+ ∑
j∈C

c jλ j ,

and the dual problem is

D : minZ(λ) (5.20)
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subject to:

λ � 0. (5.21)

We use the gradient projection method to iteratively obtainthe optimalλ for the problem.

From Danskin’s theorem [44], we know that

∂Z
∂λ j

=
∂

∂λ j

[

f ′(s)+ ∑
i∈C

λi

(

ci − ∑
l∈L(i)

sl

)]

s=s̄

= c j − ∑
l∈L( j)

s̄l . (5.22)

Using a step sizeγ in the negative direction of the gradient gives the algorithm

λ j(k+1) = max

(

0,λ j(k)− γ(c j − ∑
l∈L( j)

s̄l (k))

)

, (5.23)

where

s̄l (k) = s̄l (λ(k)).

The convergence of the algorithm is well established in the literature, even when it is asyn-

chronous [41]. Onceλ converges to the optimal solution,λ∗, of the dual problem, the optimal

solution,s∗, to the primal problem is given by

s∗ = s̄(λ∗).
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Chapter 6

Numerical Results

We seek to determine in what situations the partial interference model outperforms binary

interference models, and by how much. We use MATLAB to numerically compute solutions to

the rate optimization problem for several different wireless networks. We use network topologies

that represent basic situations — these can be thought of as building blocks out of which larger

topologies can be formed.

We introduce three binary interference models that we compare with the partial interfer-

ence (PI) model. The interference-as-contention (IC) modelreplaces any interference mappings

with contention, no matter how small the interference factor a. The interference-ignored (II) model

simply ignores any interference mappings and models only contention. The adaptive contention

(AC) model follows the IC model or the II model, depending on which model has higher perfor-

mance. Thus the AC model gives binary contention the benefit of the doubt — it ignores interfer-

ence when this provides good performance and models it as contention otherwise.

6.1 Performance metric

To compare these different models, we define a performance metric that is based on the objective

function of the PI model, using receiving rates. We justify this by recognizing that receiving rates

are what ultimately matters for users of the network. Data that is sent but is lost due to interference

is not considered useful. Thus the comparison should be madebetween the performance observed

with PI-derived receiving ratesr∗ and the receiving ratesr ′ actually obtained by the other model

from its sending ratess′, according to the PI constraint on receiving rates.
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For ease of interpretation, we consider the ratioR of performancesP, that is,

R= P(r∗)/P(r ′). (6.1)

Thus, the comparison will simply read that the PI model outperforms the other modelR times.

The PI model uses proportional fairness, so that its objective function1 is

f (r) = ∑
l∈L

ln r l . (6.2)

However, scores obtained fromf (r) range from−∞ to zero, making it non-intuitive to ascertain

how significant a better score might be in comparison to a worse score. We introduce the perfor-

mance function

P(r) = ef (r)/|L|, (6.3)

where|L| is the number of links in the network. Note that iff (r∗) > f (r ′), then clearlyP(r∗) >

P(r ′), maintaining the ordering of feasible rate vectorsr, based on the objective function scores.

Furthermore, note thatP turns out to be the geometric mean of receiving rates, which ranges

between zero and one, and is normalized with respect to the size of the network. Therefore, we

study the ratioR of performances, as denoted in (6.3), between the PI model and other models for

various network topologies.

6.2 Results

We consider three generic network topologies and plotR for each topology and for each contention

model being compared with the PI model. Each topology is represented in the figures as a com-

bined contention graph and interference map, according to the PI model. Clique capacities in each

topology are allc= 0.85.

In all cases, the IC model never does as well as the PI model because modeling interference

1For simplicity purpose, we ignore link weightswl in this section.
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Figure 6.1: Topologies used for numerical results.

as contention is too conservative. For low values of interference, it is better to let links send at faster

rates and suffer some packet loss. At high values of interference, it is better to have the interfered

link send at a faster rate than the interferer, to provide better performance and fairness. However,

modeling interference as contention is often better than ignoring it when interference is high. Thus

in most cases, the combined AC model follows the II model for low values of interference and

follows the IC model for high values of interference.

Fig. 6.1(a) shows the first topology, whereI links interfere with a single link with a common

interference factora, but do not interfere with each other. Fig. 6.2(a), 6.2(b), and 6.2(c) plotR for

this topology for the PI model against the IC, II, and AC models, respectively. The dotted curves

show whereR begins to be greater than one. Interestingly, the PI model and the II model perform

exactly the same for values ofa below 0.59. This is because, for low values ofa, the cost of

interference is offset by the gain of the interferer sendingat full capacity. Thus, both the PI model

and the II model calculate sending rates at full capacity foreach link. For larger values ofa andI ,

the PI model outperforms the binary interference models more than 1.5 times.

Fig. 6.1(b) shows the second topology, where a single link has interference factora on N

links that contend in a single clique. Fig. 6.3(a), 6.3(b), and 6.3(c) plotR for this topology for the

PI model against the IC, II, and AC models, respectively. The dotted curves show whereR begins

to be greater than one. The PI model starts performing betterthan the II model at much lower

values ofa whenN is large. This is due to the fact that the contending links already have small

rates as a consequence of sharing the medium. Utilities are lowered much more by interference

when sending rates are small. Thus, even for low values ofa, the PI model does not calculate
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Figure 6.2: Numerical results forI interferers on one link.
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Figure 6.3: Numerical results forN contenders with one interferer.

sending rates at full capacity. However, for higher values of a andN, the PI model outperforms the

IC model only about 1.1 times.

To demonstrate the worth of the PI model, we consider a topology combining features of

the first two, whereI links have a fixed interference factora = 0.4 on N links that contend in a

single clique. Fig. 6.4(a), 6.4(b), and 6.4(c) plotR for this topology for the PI model against the IC,

II, and AC models, respectively. Experimental results showthat it is typical for interference factors

to range anywhere between zero and one in a real network, withusually at least one interferer on

a link having a factor of at leasta = 0.8, so choosinga = 0.4 in this topology is a somewhat

conservative comparison [6]. The combined effect of several interferers and several contenders

causes the PI model to perform significantly better than the binary interference models.
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Figure 6.4: Numerical results forI interferers andN contenders, witha= 0.4.
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Chapter 7

Protocol Implementation

In addition to the numerical results, we implement the rate control algorithms in an exper-

imental wireless mesh network and examine the protocol performance. As discussed in Section

2, the practical performance of a distributed algorithm might be significantly worse than its ex-

pected performance in the theoretic modeling. In this section, we discuss implementation details

and practical concerns when implementing the rate control algorithms.

7.1 Implementation Goals

Various engineering approaches are available to implementthe fair rate control algorithms. We use

the following criteria when making implementation decisions:

• Ease of development. The protocol implementation should allow the ability to rapidly pro-

totype, deploy, and evaluate the fair rate control protocols. As compared to a kernel-space

implementation, a user-space design is preferable becauseit is easier for developers to write

and manage code with less rigid programming requirements and with a wider range of de-

velopment tools at their disposal.

• High performance. Interference and contention interactions between wireless transmissions

is significantly affected by transmission power and bit rates, the proposed fair rate control

should be able achieve typical high speed bit rates supported by the IEEE 802.11 standard

family so that the experimental results collected in the testbed settings are consistent with real

world deployment. In our experimental evaluation, the fairrate control algorithms should

work when nodes communicate at a bit rate of 54 MBit/sec.
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• Flexibility in supported network protocols. The fair rate control algorithms should work with

a wide range of transport layer protocols, such as TCP variants or UDP, and the IEEE 802.11

link layer standards to facilitate exploration of various options in solving the performance

problems for wireless mesh networks.

We examined toolkits in the literature that could be potentially adopted to implement the

rate control algorithms. The Click modular router [45] serves the most relevant purpose, but the

methods used in the toolkit do not meet our implementation criteria in terms of ease of development

and high performance. Click is able to achieve high performance by using its kernel module,

however this module polls devices and device drivers must bemodified to support polling. Its

user-space module, on the other hand, uses a packet capture library [46] that requires setting the

wireless card in the promiscuous listening mode, which is known to suffer from low data rates

and be susceptible to packet drops. Given these considerations, we do not select Click as the

development toolkit for this dissertation.

In this dissertation, the rate control algorithms are implemented as components of a user-

space toolkit called WiFu that is being developed at BYU to support experimental wireless trans-

port protocols. In the following sections, we first briefly introduce the experimental testbed setup,

and then discuss implementation details for the network interference and contention map measure-

ment and for the fair rate control algorithms.

7.2 Wireless Mesh Testbed

We build an experimental wireless mesh testbed in the computer science department building of

BYU. The testbed consists of 28 nodes that are placed at the first and second floors of the building.

Fig. 7.1 illustrates nodes on the first floor, and those on the second floor are placed to provide a

similar network topology and wireless coverage.

Each node is a desktop computer with a 2.4 GHz Pentium processor and 767 MByte of

memory, and runs on Linux operating system. Nodes communicate with each other through two

network interfaces: a 100 MBit/sec Ethernet card and an IEEE 802.11 a/b/g wireless card. The
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Figure 7.1: Wireless mesh testbed first floor nodes

Ethernet interface is typically used to exchange scheduling messages between a separate server

that manages the experiments and the participating mesh nodes.

7.3 Network Interference and Contention Map Measurement

Our network interference and contention map measurement isinspired by [6], however the mea-

surement steps used in the work are not applicable to our implementation. The contention map

measurement relies on frequent communications with the device driver. During the process of ex-

ploring a user-space approach, we also find that the broadcast-based method used in the work may

generate inaccurate results because of the significantly different behaviors between broadcast and

unicast transmissions.

The contention map in [6] is measured using the Click modular router [45]. In particular,

the transmission feedback feature in Click provides a transmission report for each packet, such

as the transmission was ACK-ed successfully, retried to the maximum and dropped, etc. This

feature allows each sending node to directly measure the transmission rate using broadcast, and
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thus measure its access to the wireless medium without the need of other receivers. If a pair of

neighboring nodes are within carrier sense range of each other, their transmission rates should vary

from broadcasting alone to concurrently.

Our investigation also reveals that measuring the interference factor using broadcast may

generate inaccurate results. Wireless transmissions via broadcast may experience significantly

different performance from unicast in throughput and packet loss rate, and thus the measured

interference factor might fail to accurately reflect the impact of partial interference in experiments.

This observation may also invalidate the contention map measurement in [6] if the exact value of

contention matters in a fair rate control algorithm, such asthe one proposed in [47], because the

contention map is measured using broadcast but nodes typically communicate through unicast in

the experiments. More details about our investigations on broadcast vs. unicast will be discussed

in the chapter of experimental results.

We use unicast transmissions to measure contention betweena pair of neighboring nodes,

say node A and B. The measurement is performed in four steps:

1. Sending nodes select receivers. Each sending node selects a receiver to form two separate

unicast links, say A→C and B→D. The receivers should be chosen in a way that transmis-

sions from one sending node do not interfere with the packet reception of another link. This

is to separate the impact of interference from contention.

2. Sending nodes take turns to transmit data to their respective receivers using unicast at full

link capacity. Receivers calculate the transmission rate. In the example, C calculatesRa and

D calculatesRb.

3. Sending nodes concurrently transmit data to their respective receivers using unicast at full

link capacity. Receivers calculate the transmission rate. In the example, C calculatesRb
a and

D calculatesRa
b. The node in the superscript is the potential contending node.

4. Receivers calculate the contention ratio. For node C, the contention ratio is defined asR
b
a

Ra
, and

D calculates the ratio as
Ra

b
Rb

. Note, the two contention ratios could be different for asymmetric
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contion. Node B contends with node A ifRb
a

Ra
< 1, and similarly node A contends with B if

Ra
b

Rb
< 1.

The above steps are repeated for each permutation of nodes ofinterest for contention measurement.

In this dissertation, a pair of nodes is considered to be contending with each other if either

one of the contention ratios is less than 1, because the partial interference model assumes symmet-

ric contention between a pair of neighboring nodes. For the same reason, the exact contention ratio

value is also ignored in the fair rate control algorithm derivation. The algorithm proposed in [47]

incorporates asymmetric contention and requires the exactcontention ratio information.

The interference map is measured using a similar unicast approach. However, the interfer-

ing node should be within the interference range of the receiver and outside of the carrier sense

range of the sender of the interferee link. For example, given a interferee link A→C, a interfering

node B should be within the interference range of C and beyondthe carrier sense range of A to sep-

arate the impact of contention from interference. To measure interference of node B to link A→C,

node A first transmits to C at link capacity while B remains silent, and C calculates the receiving

rate from A,Ra. In the next step, both A→C and B→D transmit at link capacity concurrently, and

C calculates the receiving rateRb
a when transmissions from B are present. Node B interferes with

link A→C if Rb
a

Ra
< 1, and the interference factor when B transmits at full link capacity is defined

as
(

1− Rb
a

Ra

)

.

Both the contention and interference measurement methods are considered as user-space

approximations to the their real values. Because the contention measurement is examined on the

receiver’s side, it is difficult to precisely distinguish the impact of contention from interference.

We have yet to find a more accurate way of measuring contentionso that we can determine the

exact cause of a change in the contention ratio or interference factor in the measurement. This

work is left as future research. In our measurement, the receiver is selected as the node that is most

distant from the contending node, and the interferer is selected as the node that is farthest from the

sending node of the interferee link.

Our measurement script consists of a server component that schedules the transmissions
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and collect results, and a client component that runs on eachparticipating node to receive com-

mands from the server and send back measurement results. Theclocks of the server and the mesh

nodes are synchronized using the NTP protocol. To minimize possible communication delays, the

server side script creates separate threads for each mesh node, and adds enough cushion before the

scheduled concurrent transmissions. In order to make the measurement accurate, irrelevant mesh

nodes in the experimental testbed are set to non-overlapping frequencies to avoid interference. Any

process that may generate wireless traffic, such as the routing process that periodically broadcasts

for route updates, are terminated on the participating nodes to ensure only the desired measurement

transmissions are sent out in the testbed. Measurement traffic is generated using UDP flows and

packets are sent as quickly as possible. Participating nodes operate at the same bit rate and power

level as they do in the experiments. The unicast packet size is set to be 1500 bytes, the same as

used in the experiments.

Similar to the approach in [6], this method requiresoffline measurements. The measure-

ment results are saved in a text file that is loaded by nodes when the fair rate controller is launched.

Recent work proposes anonlineestimation of interfering factors in a wireless LAN [48]. Wefocus

on examining whether the proposed partial interference model delivers the expected accuracy and

benefits in practice given a pre-generated interference map, and the offline measurement suffices

for this purpose. Note that our proposed protocol can easilyadopt the online estimation method

given any future necessity.

7.4 Maximal Clique Enumeration

To calculate fair rates, links need to construct their localcontention graphs and find the maximal

cliques using the network interference and contention map.Unfortunately, enumerating maximal

cliques in an arbitrary graph is a well-known NP-hard problem, and the problem is extremely

difficult in dense graphs. With the binary interference model, links within interference range of

each other cannot be active concurrently. As a result, the contention graph is likely to be dense,

because there are likely a large number of interferers to a remote node. Existing graph-based
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proposals adopt approximations by either over-conservatively assigning links within 2 hops apart to

the same maximal clique [34], or requiring major modifications to underlying link layer protocols

[40, 28].

With the partial interference model, it is viable to design efficient and accurate protocols

that enumerate maximal the cliques in a contention graph. The work presented in [49] suggests

that efficient algorithms exist for enumerating maximal cliques in graphs that are 1) sparse and 2)

closed under the operation of taking subgraphs. The maximalcliques in the partial interference

model only consist of links with senders within the carrier sense range of each other. In a typical

wireless mesh network, the number of immediate contenders is quite limited, and we can assume

the contention graph satisfies the above two assumptions. Note that choosing the best clique enu-

meration algorithm and exploring efficient alternatives are beyond the focus of this dissertation.

The specific algorithm adopted is decoupled from our rate control protocol. We simply choose

from existing well-established algorithms that suffice ourinvestigation.

For the purpose of this dissertation, we use the Bron-Kerbosch algorithm [50] to calculate

all the maximal cliques that a link belongs to. This algorithm takes a link adjacency matrix as

input, and uses a recursive method, which is exponential in terms of the computational complexity.

However, it is efficient enough for the proposed protocol, because the algorithm only needs to work

on a limited number of contenders. In subsequent discussions, we demonstrate a design that further

decreases the size of the input to the algorithm. Furthermore, the algorithm is executed within each

node, and the CPU overhead is trivial as compared to the wireless communication overhead.

The fair rate control algorithms use a distributed protocol, and links populate and maintain

their local contention graphs and maximal cliques. A new sender collects local contention infor-

mation and populates the maximal cliques in the contention graph in three steps: 1) declares its

intention to join the network and requests a list of neighbors from existing neighbors; 2) informs

its neighbors of its own list of neighbors; and 3) decomposesmaximal cliques in its neighborhood

using the information collected from step 1). The second step is necessary so that existing senders

are able to update their maximal cliques given the presence of the new sender.
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In the first step, the new sender broadcasts to declare its intention to join the network. The

message is broadcasted a few times to make sure every neighboring node successfully receives

the message, because hidden terminals or other sources of interference may corrupt the message.

Upon receiving the broadcast, existing senders respond with their list of contending neighbors. At

this stage, existing nodes are not able to determine which maximal cliques the new sender should

belong to. They have to wait until receiving the list of neighbors from the broadcasting node. In the

second step, the broadcasting node creates its own list of contending neighbors using the responses

from the existing nodes, and sends the list back to the responders. Both new and existing nodes

use the same steps as described below to update their maximalcliques.

The new sender puts together the contention information andpopulates maximal cliques

using Bron-Kerbosch algorithm. To decrease the input size, we use nodes to represent links in

the clique decomposition. Although the maximal cliques should be decomposed over contending

links, we use the sending nodes of those links and their contention relationship as input to the

algorithm. Once the algorithm decomposes all the maximal cliques, we recover the cliques-of-

links from the cliques-of-nodes by replacing each sending node with the set of outgoing links from

that node. This delegation is based on the observation that the contention between any pair of

links is an effect of their sending nodes. Modeling the contention between links is equivalent to

modeling that of their sending nodes. A node is likely to haveat least several outgoing links in

active networks, so using nodes in the algorithm can decrease the input size to the algorithm.

The proposed clique enumeration process is able to work in real time as compared to pre-

vious work in the literature that artificially assigns any nodes within two hops to a same maximal

clique but still suffers from excessive fair rate convergence time [34]. Our clique enumeration code

is implemented as a function in the fair rate control protocol. With the partial interference model,

a node only initiates a new enumeration process when it receives notification of a contender join-

ing or leaving the network. Given the benefits of communicating to a less number of contenders

rather than much more potential interferers, our protocol implementation is able to afford frequent

message exchanges among contending nodes at a level of 100 milliseconds, and is able to collect
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necessary information for clique enumeration within a few hundred milliseconds. Experimental

results show that nodes are able to converge to the optimal fair rates within one and half seconds,

which makes our fair rate control protocol practical to use in real networks.

7.5 User-space Development Toolkit

The rate control protocols are implemented in WiFu, a software toolkit that is being developed by

the Internet research lab of BYU. The toolkit provides the capability of user-space development of

rate control protocols for wireless mesh networks, promoting easy and rapid development. WiFu

is also able to support high throughput data transmissions so that the experimental results achieved

through the toolkit remain close to the performance in real deployment. In a performance eval-

uation, WiFu is capable of saturating a 54 MBbit/sec wirelesslink. The PI, IC, and II modeling

altervatives are implemented as components in WiFu.

Wifu allows a developer to intercept packets at every node onthe path of a flow in wireless

mesh networks. Packet interception is achieved by using theLinux iptables software with the

netfilter interface [51].netfilter is a Linux kernel extension that allows applications to intercept

packets according to a chain ofiptables rules that are set by the user and specify actions to handle

them. iptables provides a feature that stores the intercepted packet to a queue. WiFu can register

a handler for packets stored in the queue and read packets from the queue to apply rate control

or reliability actions, which typically include modifyingthe header of the packet, transmitting the

packet at the desired time, or discarding the packet. The chain specification used in our experiments

take following forms:

INPUT -i wlan0 -p udp –dport 5000:5100 -j NFQUEUE –queue-num0

OUTPUT -o wlan0 -p udp –dport 5000:5100 -j NFQUEUE –queue-num 1

FORWARD -i wlan0 -p udp –dport 5000:5100 -j NFQUEUE –queue-num 2

The first rule is used to intercept UDP packets that arrive at the node as their destination

via the wlan0 interface, which is the wireless card interface in our experiment setup. The dport
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option specifies that only packets of flows with the port number falls in the provided range will

be captured. This allows WiFu to only employ rate control on the desired set of flows. Captured

packets are added toiptablesqueue 0, and WiFu can register an INPUT handler to retrieve packets

stored in this queue. The second rule is used to intercept packets that leave the node as their source,

and the captured packets are added to queue 1. The third rule is for packets that traverse the node

as an intermediate hop on their flow path.

Figure 7.2: Fair rate control implementation architecture

Fig. 7.2 presents an architectural view of the WiFu toolkit and the fair rate control algorithm

implemented as its component. WiFu registers a handler for eachiptables queue. The handler is

responsible for parsing the captured packets to retrieve the piggybacked fair rate control message

if any and recover the original IP packet. Both the data packetand control message are then passed

to the fair rate controller. The rate controller stores the packets in a physical buffer shared by all the

traversing flows. Each flow is associated with a state structure, containing statistical information

of the flow, such as the logical flow queue length, the instantaneous incoming and outgoing rate

of flow packets, the calculated fair rate for the flow, etc. Thesum of each flow queue length

should be less than the overall physical buffer space. The control message handler is the “brain”

of the rate controller. It manages the control message exchange sequence with other nodes, and
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calculates flow fair rates according to the rate control algorithms, such as PI, IC, or II model in

this dissertation, by using the information from other nodes and local flow states. The per-flow

scheduler manages packet transmissions according to the fair rate of the flow.

7.6 Fair Rate Control

In order to implement practical rate control, we need to consider: 1) what should be the weight of

link l , wl , in Eq. (5.17); 2) what to do should the infinite backlog assumption become invalid in

practice; and 3) how nodes exchange control messages in an timely and efficient manner.

To overcome the limitations in link-based models, as discussed in Section 4.3, we use

the number of traversing flows as the link weight. Links with more traversing flows will have

heavier weights in the optimal rate control, and thus be assigned more bandwidth. To prevent

unfairness between flows sharing the same link, each link equally divides the assigned bandwidth

to its traversing flows. Nodes maintain soft flow-state for each traversing flow. A flow state is

dynamically created by a node upon receiving the first packetof the flow, and purged after a period

of time without any new packets of the flow. A node also needs toinform its neighbors should a

link weight change so that the neighbors adjust the weight parameters in Eq. (5.19).

The assumption of an infinite backlog in link-based models may not hold in practice, par-

ticularly for multi-hop flows. Even though we use link-basedmodeling to achieve the desirable

convexity in the optimization problem, the protocol implementation implicitly bears the constraint

on realizable flow rates, i.e. Eq. (5.13). In the optimization problem, links should transmit at

their derived rates to calculate clique prices according toEq. (5.23). However this may not be

achievable in practice. A multi-hop flow goes through multiple nodes, and an upstream node may

experience heavier contention than a downstream one, whichmight not have enough flow packets

to send in this scenario. Using the calculated fair rate in this case, senders may mistakenly think

that they are converging to the optimal rate and the link capacity is well utilized. In fact, they may

send at much lower rates, and the wireless channel only appears to be well utilized, leaving idle

channel capacity.
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To deal with this problem, our protocol implementation provides the option to use either

the actual transmission rates, or the calculated fair rateswhen calculating clique prices according

to Eq. (5.23). For multi-hop flows, the first option is suggested. If a sending node transmits at

a lower rate than expected due to insufficient packets, the sum rate of the clique becomes lower

than the optimal target, and the clique price becomes lower,suggesting all links in the clique to

increase their rates. In this way, flows with sufficient packets are able to utilize the idle channel.

However, the rate allocation is unable to converge to the optimal target, because there is always a

gap between the actual and the optimal transmission rate because of the insufficient packets.

To minimize bandwidth consumption, nodes have the option toopportunistically piggyback

control messages on whichever packets that are sent to the desired node. A significant fraction

of the control messages can be piggybacked because a multi-hop flow usually has packets sent

to the upstream and downstream nodes, which are also contenders to the current node. When

piggybacked on a regular IP packet, the control message is inserted as a shim structure between

the IP header and the transport protocol header. For neighbors with disjoint flows, control messages

are exchanged via explicit messages.

Figure 7.3: Fair rate control message format

Fig. 7.3 illustrates the format of the fair rate control messages. The packet protocol field
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saves the original content in the IP headerprotocol field, which defines the data portion of the IP

packet, such as TCP or UDP. The field in the IP header has to be changed to indicate the fair rate

control message should it be inserted. Upon the IP packet is retrieved, the WiFu handler recovers

theprotocol field of the IP packet and removes the inserted fair rate control message according to

its message length field, which indicates the total length ofthe control message. The message type

specifies the type of the control message. The<sender IP, receiver IP> pair uniquely identifies the

link for which the control message serves. The sequence number is used for periodically exchanged

control messages, such as the node transmission rate updates, so that neighboring nodes update

their rates synchronously. The definition of the payload field is subject to the message type.

Figure 7.4: Fair rate control messages

Fig. 7.4 summaries the name of the rate control messages and their usages. The control

messages are divided in two categories: the contention related messages and the interference re-

lated messages. The contention related messages are exchanged among contenders. For the PI and

II model, the “contending nodes” include the set of nodes that are within carrier sense range of

each other. For the IC model, it includes nodes that are either within carrier sense or interference

range of each other. The MSGINTERFEREE set of messages are sent from an interferee link to
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the interferer node.

MSG CONTENDERJOIN is the first message that a node sends out once its very first

flow starts. The node declares its intention to join the contention neighborhood by sending this

message, and then waits for a period of time, 200 milliseconds in our experiments, for responses

from the existing contending nodes. When the waiting time expires, the node starts enumerating

the maximal cliques by using the steps described in section 7.4.

MSG CONTENDERLEAVE is the last message that a node sends out after all of itsflows

terminate. Upon receiving this message, active contendersremove the sending node from the list

of neighbors, and initiate the contention graph update process, which consists the same steps as

the maximal enumeration sequence.

MSG CONTENDERNEIGHBORS is used in two scenarios. Upon receiving the join mes-

sage, existing nodes respond with the MSGCONTENDERNEIGHBORS message to inform the

new node of their current list of neighbors. The new node putstogether all the neighboring infor-

mation from existing nodes and enumerates maximal cliques in the neighborhood, and then sends

out a MSGCONTENDERNEIGHBORS message to those responding nodes indicating the list of

neighbors of the new node. As the last step of the join event, existing nodes update their maximal

cliques by using the list of neighbors from the new node. The message’s payload field starts with

the number of neighbors, 32-bit, which is followed by the IP address of each neighbors.

MSG CONTENDERRATE is periodically exchanged between contending nodes after the

join process is finished. The payload field contains the transmission rate of the node. Note,

this value is the sum rate of links that originate from this node. This is fine because the sum

of the node transmission rates is equivalent to the sum of thelink rates in the clique. The node

transmission rate is constantly measured in WiFu by using a sliding window. A node sends a

MSG CONTENDERRATE message every 100 milliseconds. Upon receiving the message, a node

updates its clique price according to Eq. 5.23 and then link fair rates according to Eq. 5.19.

A node sends the MSGCONTENDERFLOWS message when the number of traversing

flows change. Because links are weighted by their number of traversing flows in the optimization
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problem. The payload field contains the number of traversingflows of the link.

After a node finishes the join process, it sends a MSGINTERFEREEINFO message to its

interferers if the PI model is used, so that the interferer starts adjusting the fair rate according to

Eq. 5.17. The list of interferers is obtained from the interference map file. The payload field of

the message contains the weight of the new link and the interference factor of the interferer to the

interferee link. For the similar purpose, a leaving node also sends a MSGINTERFEREELEAVE

message to its interferers.
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Chapter 8

Experimental Results

We use our implementation to test the performance of the ratecontrol algorithms in our

experimental wireless mesh network. This section discusses results and observations from our

experiments. We first measure the network interference and contention map using the approach

proposed in [6]. We then use our fair rate control framework to calculate link rates using the PI,

IC, or II algorithms discussed 6, and control link transmissions according to the calculated fair

rates.

The performance of the fair rate control algorithms are evaluated in a partial-interference

and then in a contention-only topology, both of which are building blocks for more sophisticated

scenarios. Any complex topology in practice boils down to the combination of these two basic

scenarios. For the purpose of this dissertation, we only conduct experiments in these two toplogies

as they reveal a great deal of insights into how the rate control algorithms perform in practice.

Engineering challenges are exposed during our experiments, and are yet to be further investigated

before moving forward to explore more complex toplogies. Details of these challenges will be

discussed in following subsections.

Overall, our experimental results show that partial interference is prevalent in wireless mesh

networks, and modeling interference as contention leads toover-conservative resource allocations.

We also observe that measuring the network interference mapusing broadcast may lead to inac-

curate results. A unicast approach is preferrable in terms of measurement accuracy. We also find

that the interferee link may not be able obtain higher throughput when the interferer link lowers its

transmission rate, due to a non-linear relationship between the two links.
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8.1 Experiment Configurations

All the nodes in the mesh network are equipped with a single radio, and operate on the IEEE

802.11 a/b/g standards [52]. This is a general enough network configuration as it represents the

most prevailing situation in practical mesh networks today. Although using multiple radios at each

node has the potential to achieve higher throughput, there are practical difficulties that arise when

attempting to assign non-interfering wireless channels tothese radios. Previous work has observed

interference between closely-located radios that operateon orthogonal frequencies [53, 54], and

the degree of such interference varies over devices of different manufactures. We only consider

IEEE 802.11 a/b/g standards, because they are the dominant wireless standards used in practical

mesh networks.

In order to make experimental results comparable and repeatable, we configure all nodes

in the wireless mesh network with identical settings beforerunning each set of experiments. Of

particular interest to this study, we set the following parameters:

• Wireless channel number. This parameter determines the frequency at which wireless signal

is to be transmitted. Our research team collaborates on concurrent but unrelated experiments

so that they operate at orthogonal frequencies in the network to avoid undesirable interfer-

ence from each other. Experiments reported in this dissertation run on IEEE 802.11a channel

149.

• RTS/CTS exchange sequence. RTS/CTS is originally designed tosolve the hidden-terminal

problem, but is known to only partially solve the problem [35] and may degrade overall

throughput. As the exchange sequence may alter the interactions between a pair of interferer

and interferee links, we set this option to be off.

• Link layer maximum retransmissions. The IEEE 802.11 link layer standard provides the

option to retry failed transmissions at the link layer. Enabling this option may overwhelm

the impact of partial interference, which is the major focusof this research. We set the

maximum retry number to 0.
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• Channel bit-rate. The IEEE 802.11 standard family supports multi-rate transmissions. A

transmitting node can be configured to adjust its channel bit-rate according to the varying

quality of wireless channel. In our optimization modeling,the transmission rate is normal-

ized against link capacity, but altering the channel bit-rate may significantly change the link

capacity. We set the channel bit-rate to be fixed at 12 MBits/sec to keep the link capacity

constant in the fair rate calculation. Note, our experiments do not directly use the channel

bit-rate in actual fair rate calculation, because it includes the overhead of network protocols.

Rather the peak throughput of a UDP flow over the link is used.

• Node transmission power. The higher the transmission power, typically the further wireless

signals can propagate. There is a tradeoff, however, in choosing the appropriate transmission

power for a network. With higher transmission power, more nodes contend with each other.

In the extreme case, all nodes in the network contend with each other. On the other side,

lower transmission power may generate weak signals, which usually causes unreliable link

quality and irreproducible experimental results. We precede our experiments with simple

tests to verify that the interference and contention relationships are as planned between nodes

of interest. The transmission power for the interferer linkis set to 10, which generates

significant enough interference to the interferee link, which transmits at power level 9.

Experimental results may still vary significantly over iterations even when running under

identical network settings. This is because interference from external and uncontrollable sources

is prevalent in the network. To offset those interfering factors, each scenario is repeated for 30 iter-

ations. As results tend to vary in some of the experiments, weuse boxplots to report distributions

of results in our disscussions. The median is drawn as a shortred line in the box, and the upper

and lower boundaries are the upper and lower quartile respectively. Outliners, if any, are marked

as plus signs. A result is considered to be an outliner if it exceeds 1.5 times of the Inter-Quartile

Range (IQR) of results from all the 30 iterations.

We use single-hop UDP flows to generate traffic load in the experiments. For the purpose

of this dissertation, UDP is preferred over TCP, because the flow control and congestion control
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mechanism of TCP may affect the behavior of link rate controls. Our experiments focus on study-

ing the fundamentals of the rate control algorithms in practice, and the simple and constant rate of

UDP flows are more favorable. In our experiments, the interferer and interferee link respectively

transmit a large file with the same size of 25 MBytes. The long transmission time makes it easier

for us to study how the fair rate converges over updates.

For ease of our discussions, this section presents experimental results that are collected

from two topologies, as shown in Fig. 8.1 and 8.14. The first topology is a partial interference sce-

nario, with node 25 causing interference to node 27. The second topology is a contention scenario,

with node 25 and 27 contending. Our experimental observations reveal the general interactions in

these two basic scenarios, and apply to any topologies that bear similar relationship between nodes

in the mesh network. For the partial interference scenario,any topology in which the interferer link

has an interference factor of greater than 0.5 achieves similar results to those presented in Section

8.3. The PI model converges to the same link fair rate as the IImodel does when the interference

factor is less than 0.5. For the pure contention scenario, any topology in which senders contend

with each other leads to results similar to those discussed in Section 8.4. We have collected results

from different sets of nodes in the mesh network to verify thegenerality of the results discussed in

this section.

8.2 Network Interference and Contention Map Measurement

We first discuss experimental results in the network interference and contention map measure-

ment. The proposed partial interference model relies on theinterference factor and contention

relationship between links in deriving the optimal resource allocation. We show that the broadcast

approach used in [6] is inaccrate as compared to the unicast measurements.

During the course of our exploration to find a good user-spacemeasurement, we experi-

ment with a broadcast approach that approximates the steps used in [6]. In this approximation,

nodes take turns to broadcast for a pre-specified number of packets, and the interference factor is

calculated at the receiving node by comparing the number of packets received with and without
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Figure 8.1: Partial interference topology

concurrent transmissions from the interfering node. For example, we want to measurement the

interference factor from the interferer node 25 to link 17→27 as illustrated in Fig. 8.1. First, node

17 broadcasts 5000 packets, and node 27 counts the number of packets received, say 5000 packets

as an example. Node 17 and 25 then broadcast concurrently, and node 27 counts the number of

packets received from 17, say 2200 packets. The interference factor of node 25 to link 17→27 is

calculated as 1−2200/5000= 0.56. Note, node 27 also counts the number of packets received

from 25 when receiving the concurrent transmissions, and the number can be used to calculate the

interference factor of node 17 to any links that are incomingto node 25. This saves the number of

transmissions required to measure all the interference factors of interest.

To measure contention, a node is considered to contend with another if any of its packet

is received by the other node. This approach may omit contenders that are beyond transmission

range but within carrier sense range of each other.

The measurement results show that interference factors mesured using the broadcast ap-

porach may differ significantly from the actual level of interference experienced by the interferee
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link. Fig. 8.2 illustrates the measured interference factor of node 25 to link 17→27 with varying

packet sizes. The right most bar in the graph presents the actual level of interference observed in

unicast experiments. The long box suggests that the interference from node 25 is strong but also

varying over time.
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Figure 8.2: Interference factor measurement

The interference factor is also significantly affected by the transmission power of the links.

Fig. 8.3 shows measurement results with the transmission power of node 25 lowered to 9 from

10. As compared to the results in Fig. 8.2, the broadcast measurements tend to be more scattered,

suggesting the approach is sensitive to packet size when theinterference is not as strong.

To further understand how broadcast and unicast differ fromeach other in network mea-

surement, we compare their performance when transmitting 25 MBytes of data over a one-hop

UDP flow. As results plotted in Fig. 8.4 suggest, the broadcast flow suffers from a significantly

lower throughput than the unicast flow. The packet loss rate for broadcast transmissions is signifi-

cantly higher than those of unicast, which explains the low throughput of broadcast flows.

The contention map measurement also generates inaccurate results because of the preva-

lence of contenders that are beyond transmission range but within carrier sense range of each other.

To avoid the inaccuracy in the broadcast measurement, we usethe unicast approach as

described in section 7.3 for our experiments. Each possiblepermutation of participating nodes is
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Figure 8.3: Interference factor measurement (transmssionpower 9)

explicitly measured over unicast flows. As the rate control experiments are also conducted with

unicast flows, this approach achieves more accurate results.

8.3 Partial Interference Scenario

We use a hidden-terminal topology to evaluate the performance of the rate control protocols. As

shown in Fig. 8.1, node 25 is the hidden terminal to node 17 when it transmits to node 27. Link

25→31 transmits at power level 10, and link 17→27 transmits at power level 9. Our unicast

interference factor measurement suggests that node 25 corrupts approximately 54.6% (median of

30 iterations of measurements) of packets that were sent to node 27 from 17. As illustrated in

Fig. 8.2, the interference factor of node 25 to link 17→27 varies significantly over measurements.

However, using the median value suffices for our discussionsin this section. Because the interferee

flow is unable to achieve higher throughput as the interfererflow lowers its transmission rate due

to the non-linear interference relationship that is presented shortly.

In following subsections, we discuss the performance of PI,IC, and II models in the hidden-

terminal experiments.
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Figure 8.4: Broadcast vs. unicast
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Figure 8.5: Flow throughput (PI)

According to the PI model, node 17 should send at the normalized rate of 1, because it

does not contend nor interfere with other nodes in the experiment. Node 25 should transmit at the

normalized rate of 0.915, which can be easily derived according to Eq. (5.17) by usingwl = 1,

ali = 0.546, and∑ j∈C(l)λ j = 0. Given the link capacity of 1150 KBytes/sec, node 25 should send

at about 1052 KBytes/sec, and node 17 should send at 1150 KBytes/sec. In our experiments, the
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fair rate controller suggest the correct fair rate to both ofthe sending nodes.

Fig. 8.5 represents the actual flow throughput achieved in the experiments. The throughput

of flow 25→31 matches the optimal fair rate of node 25. The throughput offlow 17→27, however,

is significantly lower than the fair rate suggested at node 17. In the worst case, the link suffers

badly and receives near-zero throughput.

To determine the reason for this deviation from the theoretical model, we trace events

within our WiFu implementation of a rate controller. Our investigation identifies extensive delays

between the arrival of outgoing packets at the WiFu framework of node 17. The WiFu framework

intercepts the outgoing packets, and passes them to the wireless card driver for actual transmission

at the calculated fair rate. Our code generates tracing information, such as time stamp and packet

header fields, at the very last and the first statement of the WiFu function that receives the outgoing

packets from the system. By calculating the amount of time elapsed between the two time stamps,

we obtain the arrival intervals, which characterize the amount of the elapsed time external to the

WiFu framework. Possible factors that may cause the delays include system scheduling delays,

wireless card driver transmission delays caused by contention or interference, etc.
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Figure 8.6: Outgoing packet arrival intervals at node 17
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Figure 8.7: Outgoing packet arrival intervals at node 25
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Fig. 8.6 and Fig. 8.7 plot the arrival intervals for the outgoing packets of node 17 and 25

respectively. The left half of the figures illustrate the arrival intervals for the first 1000 outgoing

packets to reveal more details. The right half of the figures provide the overall distribution of all

the arrival intervals. The high spikes in Fig. 8.6 suggest extensively long arrival intervals between

outgoing packets at node 17. In contrast, the spikes at node 25 appear to be shorter and more

consistent. Note, the majority of the arrival intervals areat the level of 100 nano seconds, and are

presented as a line on the x axis in both figures. The fact that spikes occur in both figures suggest

that the outgoing packets arrive in bursts. Traces on the sequence number of the UDP packets

suggest no packets are dropped before they get into WiFu. Thereason that causes the spikes is still

unclear to us, and will be one of an important topics of our future research.

Because the interferee is getting less throughput than it should, we test whether a different

rate should be used for the interferer. In this investigation, we keep flow 17→27 transmitting at

the full link capacity, but gradually increase the transmission rate of flow 25→31 from 0 to 1 at the

step of 0.1. As illustrated in Fig. 8.8, the relationship is non-linear, which contradicts the results

from [6]. The two lines connect the median values of 30 experiment iterations. We observe similar

non-linear pattern between other pair of links in the network.
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Figure 8.8: Non-linear relationship between interferer and interferee links

Note, the observed non-linear pattern does not necessarilydisprove the assumption of linear
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impact of the partial interference model. There could be many reasons in practice. One of a

possible reasons could be node 25 actually being within the carrier sense range of node 17, even

though they are beyond transmission range of each other. To investigate this problem, we need

to customize the Clear Channel Assessment threshold in the wireless card driver. This threshold

determines the carrier sense range of a node. The customization provides us the ability to vary the

carrier sense range of a node, and thus further investigate if node 25 contends with node 17 in this

scenario. This piece of work, however, is non-trivial, and belongs to the scope of future work.

8.3.2 Interference as Contention Model

With this model, the interference from node 25 is consideredas contention to transmissions from

node 17 to 27. As a result, node 17 and 25 should equally share the clique capacity at a fair rate

of 0.45, with 0.9 as the effective clique capacity. As shown in Fig. 8.9, both nodes converge to the

expected fair rates in about 15 iterations. The two nodes exchange fair rate information every 100

ms. The step sizeγ is set to 0.5 in updating the clique priceλ according to Eq.5.23. The right half

of the figure provides more details on the rate convergence during the first 20 updates. Note that

node 17 is able to use the full link capacity after node 25 finishes transmission.
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Fig. 8.10 illustrates the measured throughput for flow 17→27 and 25→31 respectively.

Similar to the throughput observed in previous scenario, node 25 is able to transmit at the calcu-

lated fair rate, but link 17→27 obtains significantly lower throughput, which is also caused by the

extensively high values in outgoing packet arrival intervals.

8.3.3 Interference Ignored Model

In the II model, the interference from node 25 to flow 17→27 is ignored. As a result, both node

17 and 25 transmit at full link capacity. Fig. 8.11 illustrates the measured throughput for flow

17→27 and 25→31 respectively. Consistent with our previous observations, the throughput of

flow 17→27 tends to be more scattered and suffers from low throughput. The same extensive high

values in outgoing packets manifests at node 17 as well.
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Figure 8.11: Flow throughput (II)

8.3.4 Sum Utility Comparison

We compare the overall performance of the three models in ourexperiments in this subsection.

Recall that the purpose of the fair rate optimization is to maximize the sum utility of all the par-

ticipating links. In section 6, the performance between different models is compared using the
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performance function, which is defined in Eq.(6.3). Fig. 8.12 plots the utility performance values

of the three models.
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Figure 8.12: Sum utility

The PI model performs better than the IC model in this topology, because IC model is over

conservative by treating the interference from node 25 as contention. This confirms our hypothesis

that partial interference should be treated differently than contention in the fair resource modeling.

As partial interference is prevalent in a wireless mesh network, treating it as contention usually

generates over-conservative results.

The II model outperforms the PI model in some experiments, because the interferee link

does not benefit from the lowered interferer link rate. On thedown side, the II model suffers

from more scattered and low throughput results as observed in our experiments, because of the

interference from node 25.

Fig. 8.13 reveals the best sum utility that can be achieved inthe partial interference sce-

nario. The best sum utility occurs when both 25→31 and 17→27 send at the full link capacity.

This is consistent with our previous observations that lowering transmission rate of node 25 does

not help 17→27 in most cases. The high IQR when node 25 transmits at full rate is caused by the

scattered receiving rate of flow 17→27.
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Figure 8.13: Sum utility performance value as a function of interferer rate

8.4 Pure Contention Scenario

We also evaluate the performance of the proposed fair rate control protocol in a scenario with

only contention and no interference. As shown in Fig. 8.14, link 27→17 and 25→31 respectively

transmit the same amount of data over single-hop UDP flows concurrently. Node 25 and 27 contend

with each other.

The PI, IC, and II model behave identically without the interference factor in place. As a

result, both node 25 and 27 should send at a fair rate of 0.45, with effective clique capacity of 0.9.

Experimental results match the calculated link fair rate asshown in Fig. 8.15 for the PI model.

The results for the IC and II model are indifferent from the PImodel.

The utility performance of the three models are also indifferent from each other, as shown

in Fig. 8.16.

Experimental results from the pure contention topology confirms that the PI model per-

forms no worse than the other two even in a pure contention scenario.
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Figure 8.14: Hidden terminal topology
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

This dissertation contributes to the area of modeling and designing fair rate control for

wireless mesh networks in three major perspectives. First,we synthesize models used for optimiz-

ing fair rate control for wireless mesh networks, and discuss tradeoffs between different models.

Second, we develop a partial interference model [55] that improves the over-conservative binary

interference model in the literature. Numerical results show that the PI model outperforms the IC

model in all the scenarios, and suggest that partial interference should be modeled separately from

contention. Third, we implement the fair rate control algorithm on a mesh test bed. We find that

measuring network interference map using broadcast may lead to inaccurate results, and unicast

is more preferable for accuracy. Experimental results verify the prevalence of partial interference

in a mesh testbed, and show that the partial interference model results in significantly improved

performance in sum link utility in a typical interference topology.

Despite the better performance of the partial interferencemodel, we observe a significant

deviation between the theoretical performance of the algorithm and the measured performance.

This demonstrates a non-trivial gap between theory and practice. In particular, the assumption of a

linear relationship between interfering links breaks in our experiments. Lowering the transmission

rate of the interferer link does not increase the flow throughput of the interferee link.

This dissertation lays a promising foundation for future research in the area. In particular,

the partial interference model can incorporate the asymmetric and time-varying nature of con-

tention, such as the first-principles model proposed in [47]. Further investigation is also needed to

find the reason behind the deviation between theory and practice observed in this dissertation. If
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the assumption of the linear relationship is disproved, a new model incorporating the non-linear

relationship should be proposed. This raises a series of open questions such as whether the new

model remains mathematically tractable; whether a distributed algorithm can be derived and im-

plemented, or if not, whether an approximation can be used toachieve close enough results in

practice. Additional work is needed to find a balance betweencomplex models and efficient im-

plementations.
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